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Suit against fraternity begins Feb. 26
By Para Logs*
News editor
Several university students and
staff have bean called to testify in
the wrongful death suit filed by
Samuel Dailey after the March
death of his eon. Michael.
Dailey, a pledge of the Kentucky
Delta Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epailon Fraternity, died of acute
alcohol intoxication after becoming
ill at a function held at the fraterni
ty house, located at 230 Collins St.
The trial begins Feb. 26 in
Madison Circuit Court. Dailey's
father filed suit May 6.
Dan Varney, adviser to the SAE
chapter, and Hayward M. "Skip"
Daugfaerty, dean of Student Ser-

vices, have bean subpoenaed to
testify Feb. 26.
Several students associated with
the fraternity have all ready been
asked to provide depositions to the
court and explain what happened at
the fraternity house the night
Dailey died.
Kristy Nolan, a little sister to the
fraternity at the time, was sub
poenaed to testify Nov. 7. Nolan
said she had attended several fraternity functions and was aware
alcohol wss being served.
Nolan said she saw Dailey the
night he died because she had gone
to the house to watch a basketball
game on tawvision.
Nolan testified whan she ssw

Dailey, he had a bottle of alcohol in
his hand, but he did not appear to
be intoxicated at the time.
Nolan said later in the evening
everyone at the house became concerned whan Dailey became sick.
"He was throwing up in the
bathroom and everybody went in to
see if he was OK."
.Nolan said after Dailey came out
of the bathroom he waa placed on a
couch in another room of the house.
She said after someone turned a
light on in the dimly lit room, they
saw that Dailey had begun turning
blue. Members of the fraternity than
decided to transport Dailey to Pat.
tie A. Clay Hospital where he later
died.

SAE members Jon Tbornsberry,
Bradley Kiskar and Lester Meyer all
gave similar testimony as to what
had happened the night Deiley died.
In the suit, Samuel Daisy accuses
the fraternity of purchasing
alcoholic beverages for consumption
st fraternity functions and demand
ing or requiring pledges to attend.
SAE members denied these
charges, but did admit thsy had consented to the consumption of
alcohol by members and pledges
and people visiting fraternity
prsniieas.
The Kentucky Delta Chapter also
denied encouraging the use of
slcohol by members and pledges the
night Dailey died.

SAE National has denied all of
the charges made by Dailey and has
denied any knowledge of alcohol
consumption at ths fraternity
house.
On Oct. 27,1966, ths defendants
responded to a request made by the
plaintiffs for ths production of
several documents.
The plaintiffs had asked for all
financial records of the fraternity including checkbooks and cash
receipts from purchases made from
fraternity funds from January of
1966 to March of 1966. The records
ware furnished by the university
since they act as s bank for ths
fraternity.

The plaintiffs also asked for

Winter storm
causes class
cancellations
By Pam Logs*
not come to class seawawe' of the
News editor
weather conditions should talk to
The university was only one in s their instructors about m»a*»g up
long list of closings Tuesday as mor
work.
ning classes were canceled after an
If an instructor cannot come in,
ice storm hit the state Monday
Rowlett said he or she should connight.
Aa temperatures dipped into the tact the department chairman to
20s and roadways and sidewalks make arrangements for a substitute
were extremely hazardous. Dr. John or students can be notified the class
Rowlett, vice president for academic will be
affairs and research, said he decidRowlett sard because it was a holied it waa best to call off morning day week »ud for students helped
classes. The first class Tuesday him make the decision to caned
began at 1 p.m.
It waa the first time this year
"I did it because students who
Rowlett said conditions were bad had gone home or who wars not on
enough to cancel rises is. Last year, campus might have bean forced to
a few classes were canceled because try to come back with some very
of extremely cold temperatures.
severe road conditions," Rowlett
"It was just s matter of good said.
judgment." Rowlett said. He said he
Rowlett said enow was not usualtries to cancel classes as early as ly a reason to cancel classes, but he
possible if the need to do so arises.
said the ice storm was a different
"I listen to the National Weather matter. "The ice made the roads
Service reports and to the other particularly hazardous."
weather forecasts. We try to act acHe said by canceling classes Tuescording to conditions of the roads day morning he felt he was giving
because some students hsve to students the chance to drive beck to
travel."
campus on better roads.
Although afternoon classes were
Rowlett said the university does
held as scheduled, there were in- everything it can to notify students
structors and students who could whan classes have bean canceled.
not make it to campus.
"Each rlmimet am a is different,"
Rowlett said students who could Rowlett said •■Sometimes we know

records of ths communication between the university and the freternity relating to the grant of permission to operate s fraternity chapter
on and around campus The SAEs
said they did not have these
documents but they would provide
them if thsy became available.
Other documents asked for include s copy of the rales and regulations governing the fraternity sad
an organizational chart outlining
the structure of the frataanitj.
Ths plaintiff also made a request
for permission to enter the property cm 230 Collins St for inspection,
photographing and any other investigating permitted by the court
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Jodi Karem, a sophomore corrections major from Louisville, attempts to remove ice from her car.
the night before and sometimes, if
we get bad weather daring the
night, we don't act until morning."
Rowlett advised students to listen
to the radio and watch morning
snow reports on local television stations if they think there is a chance
classes could be called off.
Moot of ths public schools in the

area have also been canceled, which
poaaa problems for stndsnt
teachers. Nursing students who are
involved in clinicals have also had
those canceled several times this
semester due to inclement weather.
Workers in Student Heath Services saM there have been no serious
injuries from falls or other i

related accidents. One worker said,
"We have not had any more than
usuaL"
The university's Physical Plant
workers have been busy saj sailing
salt and sand on roads and
sidewalks to try to make them more
scceseibls to students.
The National Weather Service

reported Tuesday the ice storm that
hit most of Kentucky could be ths
worst in its history.
Temperatures are expected to be
in the 90s on Friday and Saturday
with a chance of rain on Sunday. As
much as three inches of snow has
been predicted for the area by the
weekend.

Housing increase questioned
By Daranda
An $82 increase in how sing costs
implemented for the 1986-67 school
year has prompted Residence Hall
Association to pass a proposal
which would limit housing increeeee
to the absolute minimum for
students.
During its weakly meeting. Mike
Lewis, vice president, said
numerous attempts by a special
RHA committee to find out where
the money from the Increase has, or
will be used, were unsuccessful
Lewis said committee members
contacted the Housing office.

several administrators in ths
Business Affairs office and again
were referred back to Housing.
Mary Helen Elba, president, said
the $82 increment wss substantially higher, compel ed to the $26 in
1986-86.
The proposal says with tuition
costs increasing, ths need to keep
housing costs low is important
because rental property is
competitive.
Ths proposal says "maximum
consideration be given by those
estebhahing student fees."
Although the Council of Higher
Education sets tuition coats, ths

university determines housing fees.
The increases are often nssdsd to
go toward paying off housing bonds,
rising inflation costs, **—isgt and
iSMMxlellng maintenanre work.

it an administrative matter." Lewis
said.
A stndsnt group from the University of Kentucky recently proposed
a similar piece of legislation.

"We've seen nothing, where has
the money gone? It's the biggest increase ever." Ellis said.

At UK. a newly formed group called Socially Concerned Students,
held s press conference Jan. 29 to
ess if taste was support from
students to submit s proposal requiring UK to freeze tuition costs
for two years.
According to a report by theAaetuckyKmutJ, within three hours on
Feb. 2. 260 students signed s petition in favor of a tuition freeze.

"We've asked (administrative offices) and shown a concern and we
•till don't know where the money
has gone We've seen no progress in
the halls, no improvements.
"We've gotten the run around on
this increase and we want to make

Campus AIDS policy drafted
Lesson learned

Progress photo/Charlie Botton

Michiko Kwak, an assistant professor for library services, teaches
an intensive Japanese study course last weekend, as part of the
university's special interest courses.

By Terri Martin
Edtter
Although no cases of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
hsve bean found at ths university,
administrators are currently
developing s policy to deal with
students and anejloj iss who contract the illness.
Ths policy would address issues
including housing, class attendance
and other topics.
Dr. Frederick Gibbs,-director of
Student Health Services, serves ss
director of the AIDS Project Con>

mittee, formed last fail to plan the
poncy.
According to Gibbs. Dr. Thomas
Myers, vice president for student af
fairs, asked Gibbs to chair ths commtttes in order to study establishing
an AIDS policy at the university.
Gibbs said committee members
have rramsaul pnhViss of titan
schools to determine one for ths
Gibbs said the poncy. which will
be falsified Feb. 23, addresses many
"It deals with ths

large: both employee and student
situations,'' he said.
Gibbs said the poncy addresses
class attendance, rssidencs hall living, behavior in medical areas and
behavior in social areas, such as ths
cafeteria, grill or Powell Building.
Along with these iesuss, committee members dsvissd a twocommittee system for the
university.
Ths university would have both
an AIDS Advisory Committee and
an AIDS Education Ccanmittee.
According to Gibbs. ths Advisory

*

,

Committee would include 11
(See AIDS. Ps
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Housing cost
brings inquiry
The Residence Hall Association (RHA) wants some answers
and so do we.
Although university housing
fees usually increase about $25
a year, the 1986-87 figure was
much higher a $41 increase over
the previous year.
Recently, RHA members
have looked high and low for an
explanation. The Housing Office
has been no help.
Frankly, we're curious too.
RHA officers are so concerned that they have come up with
a proposal to cap university
housing costs at 9433 a
semester double occupancy, the
current mark.
We see this as a positive step.
Although officials say housing cost increases cover cost of
living increases, improvements
and bonds, one thing is certain:
such increases show no evidence
of being beneficial to hall
residents.
University residence halls offer no more this year than they
did last year.
Halls are the same; the same
small, cramped rooms still exist.
No improvements are seen.
Sure, one might see a fresh
coat of paint every now and

then, but nothing of concern to
students is addressed.
Perhaps such increases could
cover costs of items important
to students.
An example could be paying
RAs for additional desk hours
so that open house privileges
could be extended past 11:30
p.m.
Such a measure would directly affect, and please, residents of
university halls.
Kitchenettes on each floor,
another RHA proposal, could be
funded with the additional
monies. These installations
would benefit all residents.
Regardless of the monies use,
one fact remains: students
under 21 are required to live on
campus.
Most undergraduates are
locked into the situation.
If they move off campus to
avoid cost increases or gain
privacy, they risk being assessed for doing so.
They risk another financial
burden.
Perhaps RHA's proposal will
finally end these housing cost
increases.
As it stands, students don't
get what they pay for.

AIDS testing
adds insight
but the test for the AIDS virus
is not included.
Although diagnosis of AIDS
through such testing might not
bring a speedy cure for the illness, such steps could only increase awareness to the public
AIDS, once thought of as a
disease which affected only
homosexuals, hemophiliacs and
intravenous drug users, would
Although no cure has yet been be seen for what it is: a disease
found for AIDS, such testing which attacks anyone.
could only prove helpful in inFor example, one member of a
creasing awareness on the part married couple could unknowof the public.
ingly spread the disease to any
For that reason, mandatory children he or she might parent.
AIDS testing for couples seekSuch testing could only prove
ing marriage and people enter- beneficial in the control of the
ing a hospital is favored.
spread of AIDS to unsuspecting
Many Americans seem to people such as children.
agree.
We hope the CDC awareness
A Gallup poll conducted for seminar yields such a recomNewsweek showed 80 percent of mendation for mandatory
those polled said people apply- testing among couples seeking
ing for marriage licenses should marriage and hospital patients.
At a time when AIDS is
be tested, while 77 percent said
people admitted to hospitals affecting all groups in America,
such testing could only increase
should be tested for AIDS.
Currently, blood tests are awareness and perhaps prevent
given on both of these occasions. further spread of the disease.
Next week, officials at the
Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta may present a proposal
which could only prove
beneficial in fighting the spread
of AIDS.
The proposal deals with mandatory AIDS testing for people
being admitted to hospitals
and couples seeking marriage.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages its readers to write a
letter to the editor on any topic.
Letters submitted for public*
tioo should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the
author's sddissi snd telephone
number.
Letters must include the
author's signature. Carbon
copies, photocopies and latter*
with illegible signatures will not
be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be
accepted
The Eastern Progress routinely condenses letters before
publication: however, grammar
and punctuation will not be
changed in a letter
The Eastern Piegiess usss its
own judgment to determine if s
letter i* libelous or in poor taste
and reserves the right to reject
any letter*.

Letters should be typed snd
double spaced. They should slso
be no longer than 260 words
(about one snd one half pages.)
The Eastern Progress also
gives readers an opportunity to
express more detailed opinion* in
* column called "Your turn."
These columns should be in the
form of sa editorial. Those interested in writing* "Your turn
should contact the editor before
submitting an artide.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern Progress. 117 Donovan Annex.
Eastern Kentucky University,
40476.
The tieedln* for submitting s
letter for * specific issue i* noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space

Winter roads demand caution
With the treacherous driving conditions earlier this week, I thought
it wise to take s refresher's course
in winter driving.
I didn't have to get out among it
all and I'm thankful for that, but I
wanted to be prepared just in case.
First of all. I think it's important
to be prepared for the worst. So I
placed s few items in the car that I
will hopefully never have to use. As
they ssy, better safe than sorry.
I dragged my extra quilt from the
closet and placed it in the back seat
of my car. I bought an extra set of
batteries for my flashlight and portable radio (in case the battery in my
car went dead) and I borrowed a pair
of heavy gloves and a small hand
shovel. In addition, I bought a small
bag of salt in case I were to get
stuck somewhere.
I made sure thst I had plenty of

antifreeze windshield wssher fluid.
Not absolutely necessary, but a
good thing to have when passing
those 18-wheelers on the interstate.
The one thing I always try to
remember when traveling on slick
roads is to keep my foot off from the
brakes if I start to skid.
Remember to release your foot
slowly from the gas pedal and tap
the brakes lightly. This will keep the
back wheels from locking snd will
allow you to gain the most impor-

tant tool of all, traction.
After you've reduced your speed,
keep the car as straight as possible
and turn your steering wheel in the
same direction as the rear snd of the
vehicle. It's also s good ides to put
the transmission in neutral at the
same time. This will come in handy,
especially when driving on slushy
snow-covered roads.
If you happen to lose control of
your car in a curve, get to the edge
and attempt to put one side of your
vehicle off onto the gravel, this will
slow you down snd prevent the c*r
from going totally out of control.
If you're having problem* taking
off on a hill, take off in low gear if
your car has sn sutomatic transmission, and in second gear instead of
first with s standard transmission.
This will cause the motor to pull

harder and the wheel* to turn slower
so that it can gain traction.
On a suck road, follow a ssfe
distance from the car in front of you;
experts suggest leaving a two-car
length for every 10 mph thst you
are traveling. The driver of the car
you are following may not be as experienced as you and hs won't have
as good of a chance talrng you down
with him.
If you have the unfortunate luck
of getting yourself stuck, first push
your emergency brake in, just s little, gear down as before snd try to
ease yourself out. If after several *ttempts this does not work, dig the
snow swsy from the rear wheel*
with your hand shovel, put some
salt down snd try it again. If you're
not in a monstrous snow drift, you
should come right on out.

Increased limit causes danger
By Chip Miller
Recently, the U.S. Senate approved a S65.4 billion highway aid bill
which includes a provision that
would allow states to increase speed
limits on rural interstate highways
to 66 mph
The argument for this proposal
comes from the larger snd more
populated states of the Western
plains where there are long stretches
of highway snd lighter traffic.
Before 1974, the speed limit on
most interststes was 66 to 76 mph.
In 1974, the maximum speed limit
of 66 mph was enacted nationally to
save gasoline during the shortage.
After this decrease in the speed
limit, the overall fatality rate per
mile decreased 15 percent: on interstate highways, the fatality rate
decreased 32 percent. All this in an
historical single yesr.
Thirty-two psreent of Kentuckians exceed the 66 mph speed
limit on interstate highways. If the
limit is raised, there would be an in
crease of speeders and a wider gap
between the slower moving vehicles
and those speeders. Variation of
vehicle speeds has been proven to be
a major cause of accidents.
Thus, by keeping the 55 mph
limit, travel on interstate highways
is more uniform and more ssfe.
Also, the ones who consistently
speed on the interststes don't
realize the leeway they get by with
now. State highway patrols usual
ly allow the hairline speeders of five
or so miles per hour over the limit

Commentary
to pass in order to catch the vagrant
speeders.
If 65 mph is psssed, there
wouldn't be any leniency on these
hairline speeders.
Many motorists exceed the speed
limit, no matter what that limit is
set at. Fifteen percent of U.S.
drivers travel faster than 65 mph on
interststes while the limit is currently 55 mph.
A highway's design speed, not the
56 mph speed which is legal on interstate*, is the "maximum ssfe
speed thst can be maintain
ed . . . when conditions sre so
favorable that the design features of
the highway govern," according to
the American Association of State
Highway and Transportstion
Officials.
The design speed on most U.S. interststes is 60 to 70 mph. By raising the speed limit to 66 mph, most
motorists would, exceed the design
speeds of ths interststes by
speeding, even slightly.
And there sre the cold statistics
of body counts. The National Acadsmy of Sciences
estimates thst by raising the speed
limit on interststes would result in
300 to 400 additional deaths each
year.
The NAS estimates the 65 mph
limit helped svoid 3.000 to 5,000
highway deaths in 1974 alone after

the abrupt decline in interstate
speeds.
The NAS ssys 2,000 to 4.000 U.S.
citizens' lives are saved each yesr
because of the 65 mph speed limit.
The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety concluded in s
report thst s driver crashing at 60

mph is twice ss likely to be killed ss
s driver crashing at 40 mph
These grim statistics seem to lead
to only one alternative: ths 66 mph
limit should not be touched.
1

w

Chip Millet la a senior journalism
major and Progress copy editor.
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People poll

Beckham

Jeff Blaekbsra, sophomore,
PikeviUe, drafting
"Whan girls park in Palmar Parking Lot."

Jenni Rodgers. sophomore, VerMailles, theater arts
"The tackiest thing on campus is
the fountain that never runs."

Diana Siniger. freshman. Grant
County, journalism
"The tackiest thing on campus is
people standing in front of the
(Ionus alJ over each other (kissing)."

Rodgers
Blackburn

Danny FlUatreau, eealor. Bards
t->w», broedceatlag
"The tackiest thing on campus is
the smell from the farm."
OebMe Brobat, freahman, Colum
bna, Ohio, secondary math
education
"The tackiest thing on campus is
the statue of Apollo because no one
appreciates it and they hang
underwear off it."

Increase unfair
to customers

What to the tacktott thing on campua?
By Mika Morris

Patrick Beckham, sophomore,
Ixjuiaville, pnbUc relations
"Definitely the EKU service
vehicles, hard."

By Steve Florence
Columbia Gas and Toyota won a
battle last week as the Public Service Commiaei on approved s service
contract between the two companies
despite pressure from the state attorney general's office.
The pressure to disallow the contract waa due to s proposed rate increase by Columbia to help pay for
a $9.8 million pipeline that would
carry gaa to the Toyota plant in
Scott County.
Inetsad of paying for the pipeline
itself. Columbia decided to let its
customers psy for it by raising the
cost of their monthly gss bill.
This is the most unfair act Columbia has accomplished since the last
time their rates were raised
Why is Columbia pushing the cost
of the pipeline on to its customers
when many of them did not want
the Japanese auto maker to come
into Kentucky in the first place?
Representatives of Columbia have
said they will recover the costs of
the pipeline from Toyota and even
tually pass those savings on to their
customers.

Sininger

Tim Kenny, freshman, Shepan
sville, undeclared
"I believe that open garb»K'
chutes are the tackiest, hard."

Filiatreau

Amelia Thielmeir, sophomsre,
I-ouisville, English
"Loud noises at night."

Brobst

Kenny

Thielmeier

Math class really has some value
Wtkjan
In the
tkAnnioo*.
When TI rmnifarraH
transferred to
univer
sity two years ago, the first thing
they allowed me to do was take a
math teat.
As I understand it, this was part
of a new program Instigated by the
university to keep people like me,
who are hopelessly inapt at math,
from slipping through the graduation line still pining for numerical
skills.
So, in my final semester of school,
I am taking beginning algebra.
The first day of class can compare
only to a first piano recital (when
you're the kid who's tone deaf), or
the second day of a driver education
class (whan you're the kid who hit
the dog on the first day).

I was intimidated by everything,
including the teacher and the other
students. I thought I would never
make it through the clasa because
I had such a limited background in
math
Whan I first found out I would
have to take a math class, I was
furious. I can remember every argument perfectly. "But who cares?" I
isked my adviser and others involved. "I am a journalist. I will never
use math anyway."

^

-

my grades are better than I
expected.
Before, I didn't think everyone
should have to take a math class.
But now I have changed my mind.
No one should spend their life not
knowing how to do basic math.
One of my former instructors
spent most of each class period tell
ing us how little we know about the
Kngush lsutfuage, history and other
bask skills.
Many of us have to face the fact

My turn

Pam Logue
These arguments went on and on
but to no avail I still had to take the
class in order to graduate from the
university.
After the first few class periods,
I came to realize that maybe I could
understand math after all. The
teacher seemed to understand that
moat of us in the class were not
there becsuse we wanted to be.

Two new faculty senators have
been named to repiesuut the departments of Library Sciences and
Business Administration
Ken Barksdale. an assistant professor of library sciences, will represent that department, while Dr.
Ward Wright, an associate pro-

Columbis officials said Toyota
will and up being beneficial for all
Kentucldana ss Toyota will be buying over $60 million in Kentucky
msde auto parts.
That answer doesn't hold water
for Columbia's gas customers
though, many of whom complain
that Columbia's present rates are
too high.

The rate increase Columbia
originally proposed wss lowered in
the contract approved by the PSC.
The increase boils down 2.69 cents
per thousand cubic feeta year. This
means each customer will be paying
about $2.91 eitra per year.
This is not s drastic increase by
any means; most gss users would
not miss a couple of dollars s year
Columbia officials thought no one
would miss s few dollars s year
They were wrong.
When you pass along the costs of
something that directly benefit* you
to the people you are supposed to
serve, it is wrong.
The PSC also said all the money
for the pipeline is not for Toyota.
They said only $8 million of the totaJ
is for Toyota, while the rest would
be for erpending the pipeline for servicing other customers.
If Columbis is so hip on wanting
Toyota to have a gas pipeline, let
them pay their own bill.
One final question could also be
raised: Did Gov. Martha Layns Collins pressure the PSC to approve the
contract to kssp Toyota happy?
Steve Florence is a senior journalism major and a Progress staff
writer.
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Since I have been in this class I
have been able to perform math
skills thst before I could not do and

Y;
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Two more senators named
Progress staff report

that ws did not bring to collage all
of the skills we will need in life. For
me and many others, math is one of
these skills, and if we haven't acquired them anywhere before, college is the place to get them.
So to the powers that decided I
must take math I say: "Wall, that's
fine for now, but don' t do it again.''
And to my math tear her I say:
Thanks for helping me understand
something I have never understood
before - that I need math."

Opinion

EBRUARY

I did begin to realize that math is
a part of every ones life, even the life
of a journalist. Until now. about the
only math I have had to use in
writing is figuring a percentage.
Moat of the time I couldn't even do
that right

COME IN AND SAVE DURING OUR THAW SALE

fessor at the university, will represent the business administration
department.

SAVINGS UP TO 50%
THROUGHOUT THE STORE

These senators will serve from
1987 until 1990.
They will take office at Faculty
Senate's last regular meeting on
April 6.
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A

% price

ALL TRADE BOOKS * BEST SELLERS * BIBLES • REFERENCE * BIOGRAPHY * FICTION

NOW 10% OFF

(4.) WOLFF TANNING SISSIONS-10 Vlalte for aiB.OO - May uoo ar
anytime
COUPON EXPIRES rWACM 4.l<M7-UnM On*
(Entart cotapon ttto «aM tundari I 4 p m 1

UDIO

*>
EASTERN BY-PASS

THE COLLEGE
SHOP
424-2737

RICHMOND. KY

ART SUPPLIES
Selections and Savings

TO

50%

Cents Art Slla
Poly Bruihet
Sp..dball Ink
Linoleum Blocks (many Slzei)
Otmlrola Ink
Oatte (4oi)

Beg. $1020 MOW SS.10
R#8 89. Now4S'
Beg. $3 IS New M.Of
New '/» price
p.s JJ 7S Now fi.ja
Sag $3 65 Now »2.7S

MemoHoleer

JACK'

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Phone 623-6244
205 Water St., Richmond, Ky

QUALITY DRYCLEANINO
AT REASONABLE PRICES SINCE 1944
• INSURED STORAGE -SUEDE & LEATHER
• ALTERATIONS
SERVICE
Experienced Silk Cleaning
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR

Phono Menage Canter
Typing Paper U% cotton
rile Fold., A-Z
Portable rile (yellow. ..«)
Dry IrSSS Board
rle.hllght.
Cr.lt Tlt.o.

GIFT ITEMS
More Savings

Register Today
For The

B#9

^ „
$2.95

Now $J

jQ

$405.00New, *41 S.00

All I.K.U. Mugt
All Occetlon* Core*
AM Poiton
AllOreek Oltti
AllSunglette*

MISCELLANEOUS
OFFICE ITEMS
Savings to

50%
BUT ONI. OfT ONI
' 1
'/,
V,
'/»

FOB 5'
price
prlc*
price
price

SPRING BREAK GETAWAY!
March 17 • 27 • 4 Days & 3 Nights at THE BAHAMAS PRINCESS RESORT

BsaiBMBi

TALK ©F THE TOWN

R#g
R.Q

Now 11.41
,.„ $„ K Mow Ji4.es
R.g ,5 „ Now M.7,
,.a $52 K Mow $37.25
B#Q ^„ No„ M.aj
R#a ,2.4, „„,, $1.4*
.#, JJ 25 Now $1.11

Computer Desk/Hutch (Oak)

• Baawdajim—^mtrltaajaiy BrwwTw • MUM■ccwaaaaMawa*• I
Frrrpon. Cnnd ftahama lilind
mfwRMHliiauao
• Rountanp alryon nnafcf*
■ DracK club

rui sricuL t%» v/u.ui COUPON BOOB
II |»>>nf chip. admli«a>> ID ihc totWi "Cauna Rank* aUtw. fVlt mnh. «»»m «• hod and
Warned. ihoppJnf,. OB <f wal. bland lour, brack attrrr and atotc

Mon. • Bottomless Mug
Tues. • Weekly Pool Tournament
Starts at 3:30
(Student I.D. needed)

UNIVERSITY BOOK AND SUPPLY
528 EASTERN BY-PASS

Special Price*
-*-*/

A :

phone 624-0220

STORE HOURS: Monday ■ Friday 9:00 to 7:0Q p.M. , Soturdav

9.00to5:00

P.M.
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AIDS policy being planned
tCo.ti.--ed from Page One)
membara Iran areas of health aarvfca. rminaaBna;, public information,
food sarvica. housing and lagml
counaal. Faculty and atudant
rapraaantatlvaa would also be
tncludad.
Tba vice president for atudant affairs would chair the Advisory Com
mittee, which would act aa a con
suiting body for university students
and personnel if an AIDS case
should arise.
The Education Committee would

include four members Gibba would
serve on this committee with Dr.
Robert Baugh. dean of the College
of Health. P.E.. Recreation and
Athletics; Dr. Raymond Otero. a
professor of biological science: and
David 'Tadrow, coodinator of
Housing
Gibbs said the Education Com
mittee would "spearhead" public
awareness projects concerning
AIDS.
He added plans include publication of the AIDS policy for distribu-

tion to university students. "We
could let people know what we're doinganrl in turn prevent some of the
hysteria that often goes with this."
he said
"There hasn't been any (AIDS)
yet. but there's bound to be in the
future." he said.
The final draft of tba policy will
be sent to the Council on Student
Affairs.
If approved by the council, the
Board of Regents could vote on the
measure at its April meeting.

Police beat

Actifed
20 capsules or 24 tablets
Nasal oecongestant/
antintstannne

The following reports have been
filed with the uJveraity'a Division
of PabUc Safety

tba alarm activated on the 18th
floor, however, they found no smoke
or fire.

Feb. 9:
Saean Reed. Martin Hall,
reported she had been assaulted by
her roommate, Lisa Mack of
Mayeville. Raad waa treated for
minor injuries at Pattie A. Clay
Hoapital.
Joan Hopkins reported smelling
amok* in Room 100 of tba Moore
Science Building. The Richmond
Fire Department waa called and
found a light ballast had burned out
in the room causing the smell.
Sterling Smith. Brockton,
reported his vehicle had caught on
fire in the Kit Carson Parking Lot.
Public safety officers were called
and used a fire extinguisher from a
cruiser to put out the fire.

Feb. 11:
Cheryl Johnson, Combs Hall,
reported the theft of a typewriter
from her room. The typewriter was
valued at 1200.
Soaan Roberta reported the theft
of a jacket and checks from her office in the Wallace Building. The
jacket waa valued at $200.
Manreen Moabaeh. Sullivan Hall,
reported the fire alarm sounding at
Sullivan. The Richmond Fire
Department was called but found no
smoke or fire
WUma Grant, night hostess in
Mattox Hall, reported the theft of
a table and chair from the lobby of
Mattox. Total value of the articles
waa unknown.

Feb.10:
Mack Matt, Todd Hall reported
a tree burning in the Walters Parking Lot by the heat plant. Officers
found a pine tree burning beside a
pile of coal cinders The Richmond
Fire Department waa called to flush
the area with water.
Thorn*. R OaldwelL Todd Hall,
waa arrested and charged with
public intoxication.
Richard Croft. Dupree Hall.
reported the theft of a bicycle from
the rack at Dupree. The bicycle waa
valued at 170.
John Downing, Brockton,
reported the smell of smoke in Commonwealth HalL The Richmond Fire
Department waa called and found

Feb. 12:
Roger Stamper, Jsckson, waa arrested and charged with possession
of marijuana and impersonating a
public servant after telling public
safety officer Robert Morrison he
waa a Breathitt County Deputy
Sheriff.
Maawaa Robinaon. Telford Hall,
reported the theft of a wallet from
Room 118 of the Begley Building.
The wallet and its contents were
valued at S16.
Joha Knight, Mattox Hall,
reported someone had been tampering with his mail since every letter
he receives in his dormitory mailbox
is opened. Knight reported the theft
of S40 during November and

December of 1M6.
Bill Shaks, Richmond, reported
the sounding of the fire alarm in the
basement of the Moore Science
Building. The Richmond Fire
Department waa called and found
trouble in the fire alarm panel No
smoke or fire waa found.
Victoria Honaker, McGregor
Hall, reported damage to her vehicle while it waa parked in the Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot.
Cralg James, Martin Hall,
reported someone had broken the
antenna of his vehicle while it was
parked in the Alumni Coliseum Lot.
The value of the antenna was not
known.
Mattaaa Towiar. McGregor Hall,
reported damage to a vehicle while
it waa parked in the Alumni Coliseum Lot.
Jamie Nance, McGregor Hall,
reported someone had broken the
antenna on bar vehicle while it was
parked in the Alumni Coliseum
Parking Lot. Total value of the
antenna waa unknown.
Levan Marijo reported the smell
of smoke in the Wallace Building.
The fire alarm waa activated and the
Richmond Fire Department was
called. No smoke or fire waa found
in the building.
Ralph Varsaw reported damage tc
a telephone data jack in the
Academic Computing Room in the
Combe Building. The wall jack was
valued at $46 and there are no
suspects at this time.
Norman B. Armstrong, Jackson,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

Planters Peanuts
24 oz. salted or 25 oz
unsalted Dry Roasted

REBATE

2/5««
-2et
Duracell

Batteries
Twin pack C. 0. AAA or
single 9-volt battery
4 pack AA
2.19

Halls
Mentho-Lyptus
Bag ot 30 cough tablets

2/3»»E
Hershey's
Kisses
14 oz bag

Maxell Videocassette VMS T 120 or
leta L-750 Regular grade
ligh Grade..
5.99

* ••••••••••••-*•••••••••**"»*** *

Tombstone
Pizza
CLASSMATE
DATA SHEET
Nam. 7iini*y

SCHLAFKSL

Height Z'S" Weight:

lit

Birthdate M*rLh iCj/litL

Maxell Tapes
Twin pack. XLII 60 minute
or UDS II 90 minute

£i

L'Envie 12 oz parfum
shampoo or conditioner.

Bounty Towels

Single roll. Designer.

M&lvl's

Husmans

LIMIT*

POTATO
CHIPS

12 oz

*

4 pack

Birthplace ffallh f-ji.ldy U/X
Goals A SUU.t.itPu.1

13 oz

_

*
Tutn-Ons Al\ aawMswafrJbJ

Turn-Oils

$1.99

?W atfasVawMalaj

Bate fit <?#>*. li rAfcJ

*

Favorite Movie

*
*

/lOC*

&rtakC*.\t C/iLJr

/2**4 £y*s
'h fc<-

■*i¥eV fiall'
Secret Dream. iO bi-<

A.n

*fcfe«-Ca"t

Photos By: ERIC CALKIN
Official Classmate Photographer
Eastern Kentucky University

^** Tammy i* a Junior majoring in (icographt. She is modeling a swiimuit by C_alof^a Ju*w".
1*
■4Y
{*
«J(

Promotional Considerations) m: WENDY'S ■ COCA-COLA BOTTLING MIDEAST • LONG JOHN
SILVER'S • KIOIMOM) BANK • J. SUTKRS MILL • MADISON H.OWKR SHOP • AUTIA1N
SI KAKIIOt SK • PHOTO STOP LAB • HAIR SENSE • CREATIVE \R IS BY SIIKRRI • & THK COMMON
WEALTH Of KENTUCKY.

j| K.K.I . CLASSMATE RADIO NETWORK) WLAP-FM M 12. WFMI-FM MB, WMtO-rM 102.
£ Applications for CLASSMATE Of THE MONTH BTC iiMiilabli- at Studio 27.
n C«C«»« ]u.a>rj ' is a registered trademark.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

HOURS
Mon. - Sat.
10 am - 9 pm
Sun. 1 - 6 pm

455 EASTERN
BY-PASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE

Phone
624-2727

RICHMOND,
KENTUCKY

*
*
*
*
*

I >■"» Eastern lh lass Richmond. KY4i ■

".'12727

77*

*
*
*

11 oz

*
*
*

\
*
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"The College Shop"
Classmate 11SA

Cakes

*

*

$1.39

Banquet TV Little Debbie
Dinners
Snack

Favonte Song: A/f l/tr Jay

Favonto TV Show

$1.39

EYERY DAT!
Ply pur regular low price tor
dtvatootng on* sat ot prints
and you racaive a sacond sff
Ot prints FREE VaM tor al

99*

DOUBLE
$fy "LEADING THE WAY" WITH
PRESCRIPTION SAVINGS
COUPONS
/ \ 'sT'Jiy
«*"" • •■>>■■ ««•€«!«»»en»
Rtdeem your manutjclurtr «
nm vmtn \i row / ■ mrntmjm *»i p* r*?w« '"m
coupons viwed ur; to 50" tor
double value

cooxmtf anas m »«*•

' rum car brt u- *.• .-..-. i j- t^ft-n am o.»
« MM am) aul t> tavns rt •» torn,

YOU SHOULD 8E UNDEH SlJPERx
PHARMACY CARF

compatible C41 procsta Mm,
standard-»i» prints only.

*
19H7AI1 Rights Reserved'*
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Media outlet
adapts to meet
student needs
By Beth Jewitt
Staff writer
. I n the last aix months, the Division of Instructional Madia circulated more than 3,000 videotapes,
films, c—settee sad equipment on
campus.
" Assuming a film waa used one*
in a class of 80 students . . . that
could affect about 90.000 students.
But when faculty check out films,
we don't know if the film is used
one* or four times," director of instructional
media
George
Pfotenhauer said.
The division continues to change
with the times to meat student and
faculty needs.
The latest changes have been
what Pfotenhauer calls •rearranging space." Ths Division of Instructional Madia is located in several
rooms on ths bottom floor of ths
John Grant Crabbe Library.
Room 111 has been converted
into a small auditorium that seats
40.
"Last year ws had only one room.
This makes it easier for faculty if
they have a lot of equipment ... they can bring ths class
over here," Pfotenhauer said.
Another room, 108, has a large
screen video projector. Pfotenhauer
said faculty like the big-sixed screen
rather than a small screen
Pfotenhauer said on an average,
Room 108 was used in the past year
better than six times each day.
"Faculty, depending on areas, use
different things. Science uses a
great deal of slides, film and
videotape. There s a lot of material
available on some subject. For exunple. it's much easier to show an
emotional video on ths Grand
Canyon rather than just stand and
talk about it," he said
Hs said other departments use
ths instructional media for classee
like history, anthropology and
shorthand.
"Shorthand uses mostly audio
materials for practice of spssd
English will use films of plays or
i ssssttn of plays that students can
rasd along with. Ths instructors
would like to use more madia, but
ths material just isn't available,"
Pfotenhauer said.
He said ths division usually services all academic department* end
some administrative units every
semester.
Ths instructional madia available
for both students sad faculty includes a library of about 1,278 films
and about 380 videotapes. Stereo
units are also available for listening

to tapes recorded for ths
humanities.
He said films are chosen based on
faculty pteference. "Ws keep films
until they wear out. There are some
that hsve been bars for over 90
years Some things go out of date
and others don't. Ws have replaced
films that are heavily used."
Pfotenhauer said no reservation U

ByPasa

wmtmmf. AH a stodsnr has to do
is ask. "If a student wants to maks
a recording or blow up a picture for
a poster for their dorm doors, ths
equipment is down here for them to
This is ths first full year students
have bean allowed to check out
audio cassette*.
"We've been reel happy with ths
student response with it. Students
are very conscientious about bringing ths materials beck when they're
supposed to," Pfotenhauer said.
"When students show courtesy of
abiding by ths rules, when someone
comes in asking if ws can do
snmsthlug to help them, then we'll
try to do something to help them in
their
Pfotenhauer said there are some
other minor changes including
grouping of the msterials. Hs said
they have been grouped so that "if
students corns in at 8 in ths morning or 9 pm, they can find ths
materials."
Ths division now offers a twohour demonstration about the use of
media equipment in the classroom.
Ths demonstration has been integrated into the Department of
Education's
curriculum.
Pfotenhauer said all studsnt
teachers sre required to take the
course before they begin teaching
HsssidmedUUfsstbscofningsn
mPOTT-^Pv vOOl ifi ttuUCAtsiOsQ.
"Currently, the use of media is an
integrated part of a lesson and of
ths whole teeming process. It is an
I lefPTT^OraaaV^O Dfatfi • . • 90tO9lU0lt9 Cu0

lesson is built around it. It's not an
afterthought," he said
The Division of Instructional
Media began around 1967.
Pfotenhauer said it began with "a
director, a secretary end one-half
phis studsnt workers."
Today, the division has grown to
include s director, and three contracted professionals who work with
equipment repair, graphic design,
photography and instructional
development.
Three classified workers and four
student workers make up the reet of
ths staff.

Student released
from area hospital
Progress staff report
William Ray Meddsn, a university freshman who was struck by a
car on Feb. 9, was rah said from
Central Baptist Hospital in Lexington on Feb. 13.
Meddsn, who suffered s fractured
skull sad torn ligaments in his left
leg se a result of ths accident, has
also officially withdrawn from ths
university.
Although Madden is resting comfortably at Ms Richmond home, hs
said he felt the mental sad physical
exercise of attending classes would

Phone
• tit ks
delayed

Water Walkway

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Cape Burnam of Richmond found the water tower's overflow dram working a full capacity recently.
According to university maintenance officials the water was draining down an overflow line to
correct the water level.

Career day set for Feb. 26
By Janatasr Feldman
Staff writer
High school juniors sad seniors
around ths area will be able to meet
media professionais at ths mass
communicstions department's
"Mass Communications Career
Day."
AD professionals appealing at the
program are graduates of the
university
Dr. Desa Cannon, a professor in
ths mass communications depart
ment, described the event ss a "high
school recruiting opportunity."
He explsined ss society becomes
more of an informational one, there
has been an increase in emphasis on
learning
to
organize
and
disssmiaats information. As a
result, more colleges and univer
sitiee sre offering courses in mass
communications. Thus, ths competition for high schoolers entering a
communications-related major is
high.
The program will begin at 8:30
a.m. on Feb. 26 in the Keen Johnson
Building with registration and
refreshments

Cannon said the purpose of
registration is so the department
can keep the student's name on an
active mailing list and send them information on mass communications.
"I think we can pursue this just
ss the athletic department pursues
athletes." Cannon said
Ths program itself will be divided into three panels: a broadcasting
panel, journalism panel and a public
relation practitioner's panel Each
panel will last approximately 30
minutes, followed by a 30-mimite
question and answer session.
Students can stay for the entire
program, which formally ends at 2
p.m., or they can come for a specific
panel discussion and then leave.
At 11:30 em. the program will
break for a high school media
awards luncheon. Letters sent to the
high schools in the area asked the
principal or newspaper adviser to
choose an outstanding senior journalist sad an outstanding senior
broadcaster. These seniors will
receive a certificate of recognition at
the awards luncheon.
\ Dr. Glen Kleine, chairman of the

Department of Mass Communications, said the swards luncheon,
now in its fifth year, waa a "vehicle
for recognizing outstanding young
men
and
women
(in
communications-related activities)
at the secondary education level."
Kleine added students who have
been recognized st the awards luncheon have often come to the university for their degree.
Although the program is designed with high schoolers in mind,
students of the university are
welcome, and according to Canno a,
are even encouraged to attend.
Cannon said students with majors
in the communications department
may be able to help high school
students with questions sad may
even learn something themselves.
Cannon said success of the program was hard to determine
because success wss "all relative."
but he said feedback from people attending the program has been
positive.
"They like whst's been done." he

News*
Students should be i
new remans directory soon, said
Jim Acquaviva, vice president of
ths
university's
Studsnt
Association.
Acquaviva said hs has had probleme with Data National, ths cosnpeay |ahrta»j the phone book. He
said iiiMjthaag that needs to be
sent to the company has been sent
and the only thing remaining is for
the foaapaay to anal the phone
books to the campus.
Acquaviva said he has iscoived
many p*""** calls from
about ths phone books
were not so nice," ha l
The asw phonebook
sd by members of
Association sad will include

asset

aa well aa
Faculty office
w« also be

contract with Data National lest fall
.told ths book would arrive
However, the
books have ffafi not arrived sad AcquavivB said despite numerous
phone calls to the company, he has
had no success la finding out why.
The Student Senate did not meet
Tuesday because of a lack of
quorum BsBStS must have SS
members present to have quorum
ead only SS senators wore in
attendance.
There wul also be no meeting next
week because both Acquavivs and
President Steve ScsnaTarth will be
attending s student pssssasajsg
confereace at Texas A 4 M
University.
Acquaviva said he hoped to get
insight oa the poosfbflity of an
escort ssrvics at the university
Escorts would be available for
students who had to be out late at
night He arid a school fce <
bad bean working on ths i
sad hs hoped he could learn
something from them.
The Studsnt Association has been
conducting polls of students trying
to find out if there is a nssd for this
type of safety precaution on

said

This spring,

make a breakfor it

be too much for him at this point.
"There sre numerous things that
could pop up," he said. "My doctor
said I would probably have severe
headaches for the next three
months."
Along with other injuries. Meddsn said hs also suffers from neck
sad back pain.
M sdden, a 19-year-old computer
science major, wee struck by a car
driven by university studsnt Tonys
Cloyd on Feb. 9 as he sad two
friends crossed the Eastern By-Pass
near Keene Hall.

TAP reports 12 arrests
i staff i
The Richmond Ponce Department
Traffic Alcohol Program reported
12 arrests for driving under ths influence of intoxicants during
January.
The police department aa a whole,
however, reported 40 DUI arrests
for ths month aa compered with 84
during December.
Sgt. Dennis Hecker said January
is typically a alow month for alcoholrelated arreets.
"DUI enforcement activity

I't sssm to generate this Urns
of year; with ths holidays over, people aren't oat shopping." hs said.
Hacker said snowfall during this
time of year also encourages people
to stay insids instead of going out
"From the end of January until
the middle of February, the time of
our heaviest snowfall in this area,
DUI activity really drops off,"
Hacker said
Along with DUI arrests, TAP of
Basis reported 16 public intoxica
tion arreets during January.

Fitness testing offered
staff
The Department of Physical
Education will begin offering ths
1987 Adult Health-Related Physical
rilnsss Testing Program later this
The program will test flexibility,
heartrate, blood pressure, csrdiovssculsr fitness, strength Index
and muscular endurance. Body composition sad cardiovascular heart
risk factors will also be

Ths study wffl also aid individuals
lii Hal lug iatnssa p ii|i sins hjr mm
paring test results with members of
their norm group.
Teeting will begin after Spring
Break, bat Interested people can
Testing U free of .
For more kdbnnation, contact Dr.
Hal Holmes, s professor of physical
education, or Dr. Paul Motley, also
a physical sdncation professor, by
csahag 622-1896.

89

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound* to
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.

Anywhere Greyhound goes.

U^ GREYHOUND
leave the driving to usT

Greyhound • 127 S Third Street •623-2810
Mua preseni ■ valid college student I I) card upon purchase. No outer discounts apply. Tickets are nnmransfcraHe and good for travel on Greyhound Lanes,
Inc., and odiei participating earner. Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 2a 87 through 4/30/87 Offer limited. Not valid in Canada. O 1987 Greyhound Lines, lac.
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Winning
iBriyspizzA
LONCACRE

ALL VARIETIES SLICED

FROZEN

TAB, SPRITE, DIET COKE,
CHERRY COKE, COCA COLA OR

Turkey

Kroger

Tonys

Classic

wieners

nchme

1-LB. PKC.

1 -LB. PKC

- FANCY MICHIGAN RED
_^J DELICIOUS OR

PREMIUM QUALITY,

Chiquita

Red Rome

Banana
LB

6-LB. BAG

PREMIUM OAULITY

Califomian^Pi^colgate

Strawberries Toothpaste
EACH TUBE

Pint

$

1.49
Sausage or Pepperoni

Thin Crust
Pizza

2$ 50
12? inch

r=or

SAVE 20c Yeast Raised

SAVE

5

^^fV

mw

10C Dell Style

Glazed
$•199 Crumb
Donuts.. .ooren *
cakes

ICE CREAM

$489

spa*w l

2-LITER BTL

POTATO CHIPS

FritoLay
Texas
Gold ■^-- Delta Cold
Va-CAL. CTN

GEL, TARTAR CONTROL, OR 7-OZ.

QUART

10Va-INCH . .

Coke

6V2-OZ. BAG . .

Go Colonels
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Cookbook features new twist Student recruits
summer help
By Keith Howard
Features editor
As if teaching at the university, and raising her dog, Daisy,
and two cats, Milton and Bill,
aren't enough. Dr. Deborah Core
has taken on a new challenge.
Core and Abigail McCormkk
are writing a cookbook for
students to use in their residence
halls.
The cookbook will feature a
guide to cooking in the halls with
the materials you are limited to.
Core said she came up with the
idea for the cookbook when one
of her friend's son, who goes to
Morehead University, complained about how hard it was to
prepare a vegetarian meal in his
room.
He had mentioned the fact
there wasn't anything oriented to
a cookbook for students.
"The initial idea was just to
feel this gap. And I think, too,
that college is a time for a lot of
people who are looking for new
ideas and trying different
things," said Core.
She added, "I thought it was
time to make this available to
students."
Core said they have come up
with the format of the book by
recollecting past experiences
they had in college when it came
to cooking in the rooms.
She said McCormick, a
librarian at Kentucky State, had
the option of choosing between a
vegetarian menu as opposed to a
regular menu in her cafeteria's
lines while attending college.
This in itself helps them when it
comes to thinking of ideas for the
cookbook.
Core said vegetarian cooking is
for anybody. " Sometimes you
want fried foods, sometimes junk
foods and sometimes you want
vegetarian."
In general, she said, vegetarian
cooking is an alternative for
people.
"It is something that is a little bit different and interesting
for people. And I think that
learning about it opens some
doors. A lot of people think that
it closes doors," said Core.
She added it, like people, have
this picture of the American meal
where on their plates you have
got your porkchop and your baked potato and your lima beans.
"When they think of eating
vegetarian they think 'blink' the
porkchop disappears and all you
have is your baked potato and
lima beans."
Core said traditionally the
American diet is centered around
beef so when you go to ask your

By Mike Fsaoack
Staff writer
If you're starting to wonder what
you'll be doing when school lets out
for summer break, and you love the
outdoors, then Thomas Dalzell has
a suggestion for you.
Dalzell. a graduate assistant in
the geography department, is a
recruiter for the Student Conservation Association's Resource Assistant Program.
The program helps fill worker
positions at national parks and
forests and other public and private
resource management agencies
throughout the United States, including Alaska and Hawaii.
The SCA. who hadn t used
recruiters before this year, chose the
university partly on Dalzell's
efforts.

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Core works on getting her cookbook published by the end of the summer.
Mom. "What are we having for
supper?" She says, "Porkchopa."
"It's really kind of a leap when
you start getting interested in
vegetarian cooking to see that
you are gaining things and not
giving things up," said Core.
Core said there are certain
nutritional needs you must pay
attention to before preparing any
meal.
She said the one thing you can
say about meat, aside from the"
fact you may like it, is it is a sufficient source of protein. "So if
you get seriously involved in
vegetarianism, then you have to
think about how you are going to
get your protein."
Core said if you are a
vegetarian who eats lots of dairy
products, then there's not much
of a problem. "But you have to
start to be conscious of how
many calories you're taking in,
because you will need to take in
more calories to get that protein."
She said this doesn't turn out
to be a problem for most people,
but added, "Most nutritionists
believe that the average
American has more protein in his
or her diet than is necessary."
She said this can be a health
problem for most people.
She said one thing you will
need to learn when considering
vegetarianism is complimen-

tarity.
She said this means if you eat
certain foods together, two and
two equals five. By combining a
particular two, like the protein
content of grain plus the protein
content of dairy products, they
will work together so that your
body will use them more
efficiently
She said a lot of countries have
all ready developed this
knowledge. She stated the
reasoning for this being the fact
that a lot of cultures are not as
privileged as we are to have such
easy access to meat.
She said unlike the guidelines
they are following for the
nutritious side of the book, there
are also guidelines they are
following for the book itself.
"What we are doing is just going according to the guidelines of
how I know one puts together a
book for the scholarly press,"
said Core.
She said what they have all
ready done is the table of contents and the preface. She said
the introduction is just about
complete. She said they hope to
have the book ready for the
publisher by the end of the
summer.
Core said the recipes are going
to probably be half the book.
"But there's probably going to
be a lot of text where we just sug-

gest to students - based on our
own experiences as cooks, esters
and college students."
There are serious practical
problems involved, said Core. "If
you have ever lived in a dormitory, then you know that rooking in a dormitory can be very
difficult."
She said you don't have a kitchen, or a nice place to store
things in. She said you need a lot
of space to store things such as
dairy products, spires as well as
grains and rices.
"What we are going to talk
about is networking. How to find
other people and how to develop
menus that you can share with
other people. So that this guy
over here is storing this food and
this person over here is storing
this food," Core said
She said there is no way to
make it easy, but it is a way "to,
do what you want to do if that's
what you want to do.
"We want to make a pretty
practical guide that won't be
glanced at and then tossed aside
a couple of days later, because it
was unworkable," said Core.
Core said becoming a
vegetarian is like exercising if
you try to do too much at one
time you get sore. "It's a radical
change on how you look at food
and it's a radical change on how
you cook it."

Thomas Dalzell

"They sent out a form to 1.597
workers who participated in the
SCA program last year." said
Dalzell. "They wanted to know who
had access to professors, depart
ment chairs and students. They
wanted to know who had a good
work record and waa willing to put
forth the time and effort; who could
contact the right people and then
what school offered the kinds of
degrees they had in mind."
Dalzell was chosen out of the
1.469 workers who responded and
was then sent with nine others to a
seminar in Denver, where the SCA
taught the skills needed to be a
recruiter.

trip to the program's site and the
return home, free housing, a $40 a
week subsistence allowance to help
offset food expenses and a uniform
allowance when required.
"Your housing could be anything
from an apartment with a swimming pool to s tent with a horse. It
depends on the job. "said Dalzell. "i
had a friend who lived in a trailer by
a lighthouse, so it differs."
To apply, one must be 18 years
old and must be out of high school
for one year or more. Although most
of the volunteers are college
students, it is not a requirement to
be one.
The university is one of only 10
"My job as recruiter is to get the schools scroes the country to have
word out about the jobs and to ad- recruiters on campus Some of the
vise on the application procedure." other schools are Texaa AAM. Yale.
said Dalzell. "I want to help give ap- University of Arizona, Michigan
plicants their beet shot at making State University and Oregon State
it."
University.
Last year, 1,000 college students
"The schools that they chose are
and other adults served as expense- spread out across the country. 1
paid volunteer workers in over 230 think one of the reasons they pirn
national parks, wildlife refuges and ed Eastern ia because of its location.
other conservation areas across the Here, they know they're going to
country.
reach people from Tennessee and
Some of the opportunities include Ohio, too." said Dalzell
"This is an excellent, once- in -s
scuba diving in the Bahama Islands,
counting timber wolves out Went lifetime opportunity." Dalzell said.
and other jobs in Hawaii and "You could probably make more
money working at a fast food
Alaska.
"One job is helping to check on restaurant, but you don't get as
falcon nests in Arizona. There's lots much out of it. I picked out what I
of climbing and repelling involved thought was the best job in the
catalog and I got it.
i
in that one," said Dalzell
'' I worked in Oregon last summer
"Another ia helping to check up
on federal land in Death Valley. As and it was great. I saw Mount St.
part of the job, you can go out on Helens. Crater Lake and the Oregon
your own for up to 11 days." said Dunes. It just depends on what you
want to do. ' he said.
Dalzell.
Tn apply or request more informaResource assistant* are not paid
but serve as volunteers. They tion on how to become a part of this,
receive travel funds to cover their call Thomas Dalzell at 622-1421.

Campus slang makes way into English class
By Liaa Borders
Staff writer
The English language is constantly changing and is always full of
words that are not used in formal
English - words that we know as
slang.
Shelby White, professor in the
English department, took advantage of this confusing language and
assigned his English 102 students
the task of defining a piece of slang.
White said he partially came up
with this idea when he was walking
behind two students and overheard
one of them say someone had really
spent the night before "hugging the
toilet." He added he had also heard
of another teacher giving the same
assignment.
White said the students can
choose their own piece of slang. He
added it can describe a physical condition such as "wasted," an activity like "partying," a type of person
such as a "hunk" or "nerd" and lastly, an expression of emotion such as
"get wild."
White, who has given this assignment alternately for three years,
said some of his more unusual terms
have been "nappy, freak and spook
me."
White said he tries to give
assignments the students find interesting and have a knowledge
about. He said he gives this particular assignment so the students
will know and bettor understand
"the importance of language and
how language differs and changes."
According to White, "Slang terms

'Slang terms often come and go. No one ever
says, 'Gag me with a spoon.' *
-Shelby White
often come and go. No one ever
says. 'Gag me with a spoon,' "
Also, White said different groups
of people use different types of
slang. For example, the football
team would definitely have different
slang than a sorority would. White
said.
Cassandra Hatcher, an 18-yearold freshman from Lexington, said
she decided to define the term
"foul." She said she chose the word
because it was one of the newest
terms of slang her group was using.
She said the term is used to describe
something that is not right or
something that is ugly.
Hatcher said the assignment was
harder than she had expected
because slang is generally hard to
define.
She added, "I had trouble coming
up with supporting sentences and
good paragraphs so I got some ideas
and feelings from some friends and
kept thinking until it all fit
together."
Another piece of slang that was
defined by a student was "Flintstone kids "

around his dorm and asking the
guys what their favorite slang word
was. He added he tried to find out
the most unusual or funny piece of
slang.
In his paper, Brandenburg defined the term as describing a person
who cannot catch on easily in a simple, bunny class. He said then that
person is defined as a "Flintstone
kid."
Brandenburg said he liked the
assignment because it was interesting, and that in return, made
it fairly easy to write.
He said he also learned "we use a
lot of words that have different
meanings. The dictionary might
define it one way and we use it in a
totally different way."
White said there are certain
guidelines the students must follow.
First, the paper must contain 400 to
600 words and must be in composition form. The term should be defined, put into a class and the
characteristics should describe the
term.

An example is "nerd" which is
defined as someone with an exAlbert Brandenburg aaid he tremely high IQ, who is socially
thought of this word by going awkward and dresses funny.

Progress Mlustrationn'homas Marsh

Slang words are a very evident part of the English language.
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Activities
Kappa Alpha Fraternity
hosts Province Council
chapters do tilings compared to how
ws do things. Also, it gives them a
chance to talk to others but from
other placse."
The Province Council is set up as
■ twaday evsnt and will be held in
the Wallace Building.
On Feb. 27. the University of Kentucky chapter will present a model
initiationfi 0 the chapters, and on
Feb. 28, a series of instructional sessions will highlight the day.
Several of the instructional see
•ions will be conducted by university staff members
Dan Berteos, deen of Student
Life, will conduct a session pertaining to leedership; Hayward "SUo"
Dsugherty, dean of Student Services, will speak on motivation; and
Dr. Joseph Joiner, assistant professor in ths Dspartment of
Business Administration, will speak
on the issue of legal liabilities.
The councfl will be attended by at
least 260 to 800 Kappa Alpha
members from their respective
schools aa well ae some national of
ficera from the national ad-

By Greg Cannes
Staff writer
The university's chapter of Kappa Alpha Fraternity will play host
to an annual Province Council on
Feb. 27 sad Fab. 28.
The Province Council is a meeting
of the sight Kappa Alpha chapters
in the Candto Province, which includes such schools as the University of Kentucky, Georgetown College, Transylvania University, the
University of Miami of Ohio, the
University of Term—en, East Tennessee State University and the
university.
The purpose of the council ia to
teach, instruct and advise the
members of the respective chapters
on how to make their chapters continue to strive. Also, the council is
geared to help the chapter Wsssssi *
to malts the best of their college
years and the years to corns.
According to Troy McCracksn,
chairman of the Province Council,
"Province Council will give the
brothers experience and different
points of view on how other

ministrative office in Lexington, Va
Other members attending the
council will include alumni edviear
Dave Cummins along with many
other alumni.
According to McCracken. "It
helped me out a lot because I got to
meet a lot of people and found out
what they thought about Kappa
Alphas. Overall I had e greet time."
Greg Dee, a junior from Fort
Thomas who has been in the university's chapter of Kappa Alpha for a
year, hasn't been to a council yet.
"I think it will be a big
brotherhood builder for all the
chapters involved, and I think it ia
important because you learn from
the other chapters, which helps you
to be better," he said.
Among the other events occurring
et the council, several of the
sororities will compete in s bannermaking competition in which all the
Kappa Alpha members present will
judge ths entries. The sorority with
the winning entry will be invited to
a mixer held by the university'a
Keppa Alpha chapter.

Keene offers buddies
Model student and what could come anyone to look up to. David ia very
out of a program like that," Vance excited about this."
said.
Dr. Bruce Bonar, director of
"They put together some plans Model Laboratory, said the profor interviewing and selecting (the
gram is still in the experimental
applicants) and we did the same stages.
thing," Vance said. "At that point
we involved our guidance counselor.
The program is designed to allow
"We had all the guys come over the buddies to spend a minimum of
and we talked to them." she said. "I two hours per week together.
think one of the main things that we
Giblin said he first thought of
had in mind was establishing a establishing the program after talkpositive role model for the younger ing to a little boy from the Model
students. Letting them get to know Laboratory.
people who have goals and in that
"There are some things a person
way help them to develop their our age can help them with that
goals."
their parents can't. A lot of these
Vance said the program will give kids have had problems. I think our
the students "somebody to sit and experience can help them." Giblin
talk with."
said.
Charlotte Thomas, mother of
Ronnie Vick, a big buddy, said he
David Meadows who is a little bud- plans to take his little buddy to the
dy, said, "This ia really a lot of help arcade, to the bowling alley and to
for little boys who don't have ballgames.

By Teresa Mclvsr
Staff writer

"ro9ress

Here comes the bride

Dho

'°/Mike

Morris

Kathleen Kaelin, a |umor special education major from Louisville, modeled n the PHA Bridal Show
en Feb. I I in Bro I Auditorium. The Bridal Show raised $600 for !•

Softball club gains players
By Amy Caudill
Activities Editor
The university's women's Softball
club ia the only women's soft ball
team on campus that represents the
university and plays teams from
other universities.
Dana Elliot, a senior physical
education major from Ixiuisville and
coach of the women's softball club,
said this year's club has 25
members, which is the most it's ever
had.
Elliot said she isn't allowed to cut
anybody from the team and for the
first time, everyone who has joined
the club has stuck with it.
"The 26 that are out there,
they've all got talent, which is just

i

going to make it hard for me." she
said.
Elliot said since their games are
all doubleheaders, she will be able to
allow all the players to play at some
time or other.
Elliot said the high number of
players has also allowed them to
play a lot of scrimmage games
among themselves.
The club will also play Transylvania University, Berea College.
Cumberland Collage. Union College.
Asbury Collage, Campbellsville College, the University of Kentucky
and one out-of-state team, Milligan
University in Tennessee.
The softball club will also play in
a tournament with Hiawaaaee, the

beat team from Tennessee that it
has played, according to Elliot.
Elliot said the softball club is
sponsored by the Division of Intramurals, which paya for its
uniform pants, its game balls and its
umpires. The club pays for
everything else it requires. Elliot
said.
The softball club will begin its
season on March 26 in a home game
against Transylvania.
"I'm excited about coaching
because this is the first year that
I've been involved with that aspect
of it," Elliot said
"I just hope we can get a lot of
people to come out and watch us,"
she said.

Residents of Keene Hall have
recently established a "Big Buddy"
program. This program provides a
friend or buddy for several Model
Laboratory School students.
Those interested in becoming big
buddies submitted applications. The
applications were reviewed and the
applicants were interviewed by a
committee. The big and little buddies were carefully selected and
matched.
Jackie Vance, assistant director of
Model Laboratory said Mark Giblin,
a freshman clinical psychology major from Cincinnati, and creator of
the program, had met with them
four or five times to discuss the
program.
"During those times we talked
about what we would want in the
program for the college student and
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Club teaches
self-defense
By MM IMMHHH

Judo, the inimitable sport that in
troducad the erroneous "judo chop"
to many tsasvlaion viewer* of the
1950 '■ and 60's, ia alive and wall on
the university a campus
Often confuaad with another
univaraity group, the EKU Judo
Team was formed in 1978 by Price
Jacob*, a third-degree black belt.
The organization haa grown over
the year* to iU praaant size of 30
member*.
Derived from jujitau, a Japaneae
system of wreatUng. judo came into
being in 1882.
Mainly a eelf-defenae system,
kicks and punch** are not employed
in judo, except in the higher level*
of the black belt. It U compoeed of
throwing, choke techniques and armbar* (an annbar being a suppieeeion
hold for competition).
Coach and instructor of the EKU
Judo Team ia Richmond r—ident
Ban Van Arsdals. Van Arsdals
keep* the group informed of tournament* and other activitiee a* well
as being a teacher.
He comes in and teaches u* what
we need to know," said team Captain and dub President Andy
Smeltzer, a senior police administration major. Along with the club's
Vice President Liaa Rake*. Smeltzer
takes up class where Coach Van
Aradala leave* off.
Whan now member* join, it ia up
to SmelUar and Rakes to provide
them with the private instruction
neceeeary to allow them to merge
with the rest of tba group.
"We usually work on safety the
first weak with the new beginner,"
said Smeltzer. "We teach them
thing* like how to fall... the basks
so they won't get hurt.
' 'Our main goal right now is to improve and increase the strength of
the team, and in April we'll be sending eight team members to the National Collegiate Judo Championships at Ohio State University,"
Smeltzer said
Smeltzer placed fifth at the competition last year and his outlook for
this year is good.
Competitors from the team also
ipclude Rakes and team member Jill
Luckett, both last year's Kentucky
state champions.
"I think we're going to fare pretty
good." said Smeltser.
The Senior National Championship*, held during the third week of

April, will also see competitor* from
the EKU Judo Team.
The largest tournament in the
country, the Senior Nationals, will
be host to participants from both
the Olympic and national teams, ss
well aa teams from the collegiate
level
Team
members
aponsor
themselves to ■ large degree in order
to participate in tournaments.
"The intramural department
helps us somewhat," said Smeltser.
"But we're a non-profit organization."
Judo is a wide-spread collegiate
sport and members of the teem participating in tournaments find
themselves competing with many
other collages and universi ties from
across the country.
Smeltzer* goals for the team sre
modest in some waya but high in
others. "Like most other clubs, we
hope to raise our membership next
year," he said. "As far ss next
year's goals, we plan to hold the
Midwest Regional Tournament
here, and I'm also hoping to send s
team of 12 to the National Collegiate Championships next year."
The teem meets four times a
week, Monday through Thursday.
in the mat room of Alumni
Coliseum.

Public information photo

Keep those calls coming
Members of Kappa Alpha Fraternity made phone calls on Feb.
2 for the Alumni Association's annual Phonothon, which began

Campus clips
Race held

Speech given

Dr. John MscDonsld from the
All university students and Richmond residents are invited to take Department of Psychology will
part in a 6-kilometer run to be held speak on homing disahJritiea among
at 10 a.m. on March 7. Entry fee of college students st the university
$7 includes running shirt. All pro- from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Wednesday
ceeds go to United Way. Call in Room A of the Powell Cafeteria
Troylyn Johnson at 622-3866 for
more details. Entry deadline is
Program held
March 4. The run is sponsored by
the 1987 Greek Week Committee. ' The Department of Psychology
will present s colloquium titled
"Research Developments in the
Members sought
Assessment and Treatment of
Student Alumni Association has Headaches" st 11:46 a.m. Feb. 27 in
begun its annual spring member
the Kennamer Room of the Powell
ship drive. Students are interested Building. The speaker will be Frank
in working to promote relations bet- Andraaik, associate director of the
ween the university and its Pain Therapy Center in Greenville.
students. Those interested should S.C. The piugrsui ia co-sponsored by
call Delinda Douglas at 622-4676 for the Department of Baccalaureate
applications and more information
Nursing and is open to the public.

Manuscripts read

Poetry reading held»

Tutors needed

Student writers who wish to have
their manuscripts read by poet
Stephen Cory should have at least
two to three poems or one short
story submitted by Monday to Dr.
Dorothy Sutton or Dr. Deborah
Core in Wallace 116.

The Lexington Council of the Arts
will hold a poetry reading at 7:30
p.m. March 6 at Artsplace in Lexington. Barbara Moore and Bea
Open gart will read.

The Athletic Study Tsble needs
science and accounting tutors to
work one to four evenings a week on
federal or institutional work study.
Times sre 7:16 to 9:16 Monday
through Thursday. If interested see
Joan Hopkins in Keith, Room 243,
622-1628.

AOPi welcomes guest
AOPi will be hosting s chapter
consultant through March 4. Lynne
McMullin of Blytheville. Ark., is one
of seven recent college graduates
serving AOPi in this position.
McMullin is s trained resource person and a link bet wean the local
chapter and the international
organization. For more information,
contact Mary Anne Dewey at
622-1796 or Lynne McMullin at
622-3194.
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Scholarships available
Kentucky Teacher Scholarship
Program applications sre available
in Combs 423. University students
enrolled in teacher education programa are eligible to apply for
scholarship loans of up to f 2,600 per
semester based on s student's cost
of education analysis by the Financial Assistance Office.

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

• '.©66 life (saner

Expires 3-5-87

Little Caesars
introduces &$
the pizza H

Voluntary
Income
Tax
Assistance, co-sponsored by the
university's Accounting Club and
the Internal Revenue Service, will
fill out tax returns st no charge for
the elderly, the handicapped and
those with low incomes from 6 to
8:30 p.m. March 2, 9, 23 sod 30 in
the Community Room st State
Bank and Trust on Main Street in
Richmond. For more information,
contact Tracy Hobbs st 622-6426 or
Paul Dean st 622-6770.

with Campus Marketing
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on Feb. I and will continue through March 5. The Phonothon
is coordinated by the Division of Development.

. travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a
good time
. Optional side excursions to Disney World Epcot deeo
sea fishing party cruises, etc
i All taxes and tips

THE GREATEST TIME - THE BEST PRICE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SION UP
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Arts/ Entertainment
Director alters
time; setting
in 'The Rivals'

Workers
prepare
designs
By Douu Pace
Staff writer
By 7:30 p.m. Feb. 26, the
coitumN will be aown and fitted,
the Mte designed, the lights hung
and the make-up applied.
The actora and actieesss in the
theatre dapartmant'a production of
The Rivals will make their opening
appearances while the backstage
crew watch attentively behind the
curtaina.
Unlike the actors, the crew
members are not in the spotlight
throughout the production because
moat of than- work is done before the
doors are opened or backstage while
the lighte an low.
According to Michelle Burdett, a
sophomore who was on the running
crew during the showing of Lu Ann
Hampton Lavtrty Oberlander. it
should be that way.
"Whan we go out to move furniture and other props between
ecenea, it should almost be unnotioaable," Burdett said.
"Before 'Lu Ann' we sat down
with Mark Hayes, our backstage
boaa, and he outlined on a
chalkboard exactly what had to be
moved, by whom, and to where. It's
that important," she said.
Crew
members,
make-up
assistants, light operators and
dressers must be present at every
rehearsal the week of the
production.
Laat minute assignments are
given, alterations are made and
light cues are perfected.
According to Mark Hayea. sound
man for the upcoming play,
backstage craw practices start with
a tech rehearsal on the Saturday
before opening night.
"We try to iron out most of the
timing problems and get the cues
down," the senior theatre arts major replied. "It takes us anywhere
from three to six hours, though I've
stayed as many as 10."

By John WMUsefc
Staff writer
Aa part of Ida nrighial commitment to the university, Jim Morton
ia preparing the stage for The
Rivals. This romantic comedy is
scheduled to open Feb. 26.
Jim Morton, theater instructor
and director of the play, said this
project was one of the factors in his
employment.
"Whan I waa being interviewed
for this job, they asked me if I would
like to do a period piece if I waa
hired," Morton said "I told them
that I would love to."
A period play was selected
because one has not been performProgress photo/Mike Morns
ed in several years at the university, Morton said
Cast and crew members prepare the set for The Rivals.'
According to Morton, before The
After the final showing of the
Rivals went into production, several
play, all the work is not done. The
"I wish everyone who comes to see a show could
changes were made to make the play
sets that were built and the lights
more interesting and accessible to a
come three or four weeks before the production
that ware hung must be taken down.
modern audience.
Actora
and
backstage
crew
and watch the costumes being made, the sets
members are responsible to do their
"First, we moved the setting from
designed and built and the lights hung."
part in killing the set.
England in the 18th century, to the
-Keith Johnson
Southern United States in the 19th
This usually takes two or three
century," Morton said
hours, and is done as soon as the auAssistant professor in the Depart- the show.
dience leaves the theater that final
According to Morton, this waa
night.
changed to attract the audience
ment of Speech and Theatre Arts,
The actors, actresses and various
Though The Rivals' performance more readily. He said the audience
Keith Johnson, agreed that much directors and stage managers may
would be more willingly interested
credit ia to be given to the also use their practice and perfordate of Feb. 26-28 is practically a
backstage workers.
if the story were brought into the
month away, the crew and actors
mance time for the 26-hour
Southern era.
can be found practicing, sewing, and
requirement
"I wish everyone who comes to see
sawing in various rooms and
It
is
not
uncommon
for
them
to
"We wanted to capture a certain
a show could come three or four
workshops throughout the Camp- feeling that existed in the South in
weeks before the production and also help construct set designs and bell Building.
the early 19th century, a kind of
watch the costumes being made, the the lights.
Though most of the workers come
sets designed and built and the
Dwight Craft, a junior who is por- mint julip feeling that the people
from these courses, Jeffery Dill, traying Captain Jack Absolute in had at the time," he said.
lights hung," Johnson said.
assistant professor and costume
A majority of these workers come designer, said anyone is free to help. the show, has also spent time workMorton said the time and setting
ing backstage.
from theatre practicum courses.
also
captures a certain preCivil War
"Various classes such as home
THE 130 and 330 are practicums economics and fashion merchandismood that helps the play.
"A lot of people don't realize that
that require each student to work st ing often work with us," Dill said.
leaat 26 hours on each production "Anyone with an interest is there is actually someone changing
lights, giving cues and monitoring
that is given that semester.
welcome. There will always be sound throughout each production,"
These hours are filled by building something that needs to be done." (raft said.
The classic Greek tragedy
the set, working in the costume
Klisa Poe, a junior who waa help"Watching the crew during scene vAayAntigons, will be presented Frishop, hanging the lighte, working ing Dill with the costumes, said, changes can be very interesting and
day, Feb. 20.
the spotlights, running the
"We get our own personal satisfac- even entertaining. Their part is just
lightboaid, selling tickets at the
tion whan the costumes look good as important as an actor's," Craft
The play will be held in the Hiram
door or working backstage during
out on stage under the lights."
said.
Brock Auditorium of the Coatee Ad-

"The characters have a lot of free
time, ' Morton said There is an air
of Southern gentlemen and ladies
around that helps the entire play."

The play's plot revolves around
the characters of Lydia Lanquiah
and Captain Absolute, played by
Sally Winfield and Dwight Kraft
respectfully
Winfiald's character. Lydia ia in
love with the captain, who she
believes to be a sergeant
The audience finds out, however,
the captain has tricked bar into
believing this fact because he is
afraid she would only love him for
his money and the power.
The captain 'a father wants him to
marry a lady of culture and
breeding. Therefore, he tries to steer
his son away from Lydia.
Meanwhile, Lydia's aunt is trying
to convince her to marry a proper
gentleman, also of class and
breeding. The aunt doesn't want
Lydia to marry the lowly sergeant
Although the aunt does not
realize this fact, the captain ia in
essence really just the kind of man
the wants Lydia to marry.
Morton said he is enjoying directing thia romantic <*^**wty
"It'a really fun," Morton said.
"We have been rehearsing since the
middle of January and things are
really going well.
"We are off the books and the ball
ia starting to roll."
The Rivals will run Feb. 26-28 in
the Gifford Theater of the Jane F.
Campbell Building. Tickets will be
priced at $4 for students and $6 for
adults.

'Antigone' to be performed Feb. 2
ministration Building.
The play will be performed twice
by the University of Louisville
Graduate Repertory Company. The
performances will be at 10:30 am
and at 1 p.m.
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Long-stemmed Roses

$7.95

630 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, Kentucky

6240198

Taylor's Sporting Goods
Your headquarters for
Nika, Converse, Pony,
Rueeell Sweats.
We veil & engrave trophies &
plequee. Next day eervioe on
In-efcook trophies and plaquee.
College Park Shopping Center
Eastern By-pass
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Sandwiches & Salads

^■■. fresh Subway Sub or Salad is not "Junk Food". Far from it. It's delicious
& nutritious! So. if you're interested in nutritional values ol the "fast
" food" that you and your family eat, we invite you to compare the
balanced range of nutrients provided in Subway products versus some of our
popular competitors

GET WISE
HOLD THE FRIES!
J- wo areas of nutritional content that manv people wish to avoid are
"FATS"and SODIUM"
The Subway 6 inch single meat snak size is delicious and appetite
fulfilling without French fries, which are kaded with both. So, il you (or the kids)
normally order fries with your burgers, chicken or fish, then you must odd that
to the comparisons below.

FRESH AS SUNSHINE
VTTAMINC
'%' he fresh Subway sandwiches are rich in VitamlnC.
j»
Every 6 inch SNAK contains over 21.9 milligrams of Vitamin C
:
(ascorbic acid) compared to only 2.2 Mg. for a BIG MAC and .7 Mg. for a
Wendy's single with cheese.

1

NUTRITIONAL
BALANCE
W he natural blend of Subway's ingredients provides you with iron,
.' protein, thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, Vitamin C and mostly
■ polyunsaturatedlats (the healthy kind). And the caloric values are
comparable to the competition-without fries.

FAT CHART
WENDY'S SINGLE W/CHEESE
BIG MAC
2 PC KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
BURGER CHEF FISH SAND.
ARBrS SUPER ROAST BEEF
SUBWAY BMT SNACK
SUBWAY TUNA SNACK
SUBWAY ROAST BEEF
SUBWAY SEAFOOD A CRAB

(»m«iriiiu/;u.'onlm.

f..lm,'.H",'ir

'20.5Grmu
Beti 17.2 Grams
Ml 15.3 Grams

200 S. Second St.

624-9241
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Jimmy Buffett concert scheduled April 2
By Phil Bowliag
Art. editor
Jfanmy Bufbtt will appear in conewt at
the university April 2. The concert will be
held in Alumni Coliseum.
The event is being sponsored by the
University Center Board (UCB).
Buffett, who baa been made famous for
his crossover music, will make bis fourth
appearance to the university with the upcoming show.
Buffett'a prior appearances at the
university were in August 1974, March
1977 and then again in the early '80a.
During his first visit to the university
in 1974, Buffett played to an audience in
the Ravine.

However, whan ha returned to the
university in 1977, he performed in the
Hiram Brock Auditorium hi the Coatee
Administration Building
Buffett'a music has bean categorized as
everything from country to modern-day
ballads to a Creole folk music.
Regardless of how to label the per
former, he has quite a following and a
large list of popular aongs.
Traditionally, Buffett fans flock from
concert to concert to hear him perform.
Along with these fans, they generally
bring along the classic atrndards for the
show.
At a performance this past summer at
Timbarwolf is King's Island Amusement

Illman
enjoys
playing
By Krlati Spencer
Staff writer
Rich Illman's purpose at the
university may be to teach brass
music, but he also claims to live it.
The assistant professor of
trumpet instruction haa been
teaching at the university for eight
years, but the music for Illman
doesn't stop when he leaves
campus.
"Laat year I did a total of 105 performances," Illman said.
It may sound unlikely, but Illman
said his love for music keeps him
going.
Aside from his job, Illman finds
time to co-direct a jazz ensemble,
direct a braas choir and play
trumpet in a braas quartet on the
aide.
He will be giving a concert along
with trombone player Mark
Whitlock, aleo of the muaic department, at 7:30 p.m. Friday in Brock
Auditorium which will be free to the
public.
"I usually give one concert like
that a year," Illman said.
IUman also generally sponsors a
party after the concerts at his home
in Richmond every year.
He said moat of his guests are
patrons who attend all of his concerts and originally heard him play
in Lexington.
Illman said he haa developed a
following as principle trumpet for
the Lexington Philharmonic, a
member of the Lexington Philharmonic Braas Quartet and a member
of Lexington big band Men of Note.
Ha said about 200 people normally attend his concerts at the
university.

The announcement of the concert came
from Dr. Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty
on Tuesday afternoon.
Daugherty. dean of Student Services,
said the concert had been in negotiations
since the first weak of January.

Park. Cincinatti. die-hard fans brought
supplies fitting to the popular hita.
Cheeseburgers are brought for the song
'Cheeseburgers in Paradise," ahark fins
for "Fins" and cold, fresh margaritss for
"Margarita villa."
Other items brought by fans include leis
and plastic pink flamingos.
Naturally, than fans corns dressed in
Hawaiian-print clothes and wearing
Jamaican hats and dark eunglaeeee.
These essential items help Buffett to
better portray a party-style get-together
rather than a formal concert.
Other songs Buffett is known for include: "Son of a Sailor," "Coma Monday,"
and "Who's the Blonde Stranger."

warm-up band for the performance.
There will be seating available for 7,600
in Alumni Coliseum Student tickets will
cost approximately 110 each, Daugherty
■aid earlier this
Currently, Daugherty is out of town and
will be returning to campus at the and of
the weak. Those interested in the show are
advised to wait until next week far more
information, he said.

"We've bean working on this for six to
eight weeks and the confirmation finally
came through today," Daugherty said.
According to Daugherty, attempts last
earnestar to schedule Buffett all failed.
UCB was unable to alter schedule conflicts, he said.

Additional information concerning the
ticket pricee, when they go on sale, sale
outlets and any question! dealing with the
show will be available from the Student
Services office located in the Powell

The concert, which is scheduled for a
Thursday night, will begin at 8 p.m.
Tie King Kong Trio will serve as the

BpHHjwj.

Colorization questions
rights of original works

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Rich Illman practices for his upcoming concert.
"Laat February, 160 people
managed to make it to my concert
despite the fact that it waa during
the biggest snow of the year." he
said.
But Illman doesn't allow music to
dominate his life. He at 01 finds time
for his wife and daughter and hob
Mas which include tennis, woodworking and yoga.
"Yoga cakna me whenever I need
it, especially before performing, and
it also helps me breathe more deeply, which is an obvious asset for a
trumpet player," he said.
"I would never have been able to
do the piccolo piece without yoga,"
Illman said.
But he doesn't just do yoga exercises and ruah out and perform. Illman said he practices at least two

to three hours a day.
"You can't juat put it (the
trumpet) down and expect to pick it
right back up," Illman said.
He said he does the majority of
his practicing at the university, but
he has a soundproof room where he
can practice in his home.
Illman graduated from the
University of Kentucky with a
degree in applied trumpet, but his
first major waa physics.
"Muaic has more ups and downs
and I don't regret my change of major at all," Illman said

Can you buy a 1966 Thunderbird.
install a brand new atereo and tint
the windows and still consider the
car to be a classic? Of course not,
nor can you expect to consider s
computer colorized film to still be s
classic.
Recently, technicians have learned how to color process black and
white films. This is s great advancement in the world of technology until it haa been taken too far.
Many people in the film industry
have recently stepped over this
border and could be detrimental to
the preservation of cinema history.
A major question of concern is
what happens to the original films
after the color version is made?
To begin with, let's look st how
this process is completed. First, the
technician obtains a copy of a film.
The films generally colorized are
those where the rights are no longer
in the hands of the original owner.
Other people guilty of this are
former filmmakers who have since
fallen to the wayside and want to
make a faat buck.
Once the technician has a good
copy of the film, it is inserted into
a special viewer which is connected
to a computer keyboard.
The computer monitor is programmed to set as an artist's
canvas.
The technician can program any
one of over 100 tints and personally decides what color someone's
hair, dress or car should be. This is
where most critics of the process
come in.

He said ha originally wanted to
play the trombone, but someone
down the street from him had a used trumpet and this lead him into
the field.

oHew good ■**•'-•*" 1
»<-i a
11 QI*

COMPLETE EYE CARE
EYEGLASSES - CONTACTS

Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L. Davisl
Dr. William Reynolds

Recently, Ted Turner had a colorized copy of the classical The
Maltese Falcon and introduced the
film as if it were a new release.
A major concern of many filmmakers is that the younger audience
will forget that beauty of the black
and white films and the original
copies will be left on a shelf to collect dust.
This is indeed a worthy concern
since many of our acclaimed actors
and directors did some of their best
work in the black and white genre.
A manner in which the process
could prove beneficial would be if
parts of the original color footage
were lost, the studio could rely upon
a black and white copy.
Some older movies were filmed in
both black and white and color or
there are copies made in both forms.

Shoppers
Village

4 r «n

Put some sizzle
into your weekend
At these prices, you can
take in that movie, too!
Chicken Grill* lAutumn Burger*i

(polyrnacon)

Soil Contact

lenses* fan

Bahch&loml)

Now offering the new colored lenses, that will
turn your brown eyes blue.

$4.69

and Salad Bar
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Captain
D's
a great little seafood place,
1059 Bereo Road, Richmond
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Ht*V

BIG 10

Grilled Flounder Dinner
"A Or»ot New T»lf•"
UfMy MOTonMl «■* fllM
•.mad •*•* a b*4 of Owfty A ^^ am4a>.

•10 Placet of Shrimp

fit. •« reunify .1.1. •>*•"
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•French Frlan

$059

*2 HushpupplM
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FISH & FRIES
■

FOR $"|75

ONLY

1

two tender fish fillets,
natural cut 'rench fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

Captain D's.
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a irraTlItHi waU»d place

I ClIP THB COUPON ■■■■■■■■■■I

'Or any sandwich on our

FISH & FRIES

menu, except Hit-eye

Not r. K.<J W4r» Oma* DiV.our'1 On* Coupor ?w Pfun .
la. Hoi trKtudad Cowl Trw„ ; .

Remember, Thursday is EKU appreciation night!
Your student or faculty ID is worth a 10% discount!

7 30

25' Hoidogs everyday'

$3.29

"Or choice of BBQ Ribs. Sirloin
Tips or Chicken Breast Dinners.
French fries or baked potato ft
76-item salad bar

A

\* _#

Friday 3 30

■
■

FOR $-175
ONLY
I
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Two tendor fish fillets.
notural cut Irench Iries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

limit | Ordar Psr Coupon
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Captain Dfc
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Bite Size Shrimp and Fries $2.00

FAMILY

Hitr six shrimp, french fries, hush puppies and codctai sauce.
IBM I Old.' p.. <o«|K>n
g-^
»va
#
NM 0->J -» "I «o» *«™i » a*™"
I
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It?
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A great little seafood place..

STEAK HOUSE
LUNCH • DINNER • PRIVATE PARTIES
• i«H' Autumn Fam-i.

SIM*

■
■
I
■

Captain D's

Stuffed
Crab and
Fries $2.00
Stuffed crab, french fries
Vies and hush puppies.

With one day's advance reservation, parties
of twenty or more get tree sott drinks.

Hours: Sun-Thura 11-9 Fri-Sat 11-10
Barnes Mill Rd I-75 Exit 87
Richmond, KY

■I

II CLIP THIS COUPON II

New Gas Permeable Extended Wear Lenses
(Semi-Soft)
'DOWNTOWN'
228 W. Main St.
Richmond, Ky
623-3358

Mon. - Canadian Import Night
Tues- Ladies Night 2 for 1
Wed. - T. Bombs Famous 50* Night

l

J Autumn Family Steak House J Autumn family Steak House ■

JO**

I
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This case could be cited in the recent release of the original "Star
Trek" pilot episode.
The producers took black and
white and color footage and spliced
them together. However, this
becomes very annoying while viewing the film and having the color
fade in and out as if someone were
playing with the color button.
If the studio had color-processed
the black and white material, the
film would look much more appealing to the audience and would not
be as irritating.
As with most controversial
things, there are definite pros and
cons. Who is to decide what to do
with this technology?
Some people believe there isn't
any need to do anything, for colorization will disappear by itself
with time. These people have compared the process to threedimensional films, cinemascope and
many other abort-lived "advances''
in the film industry.
Regardless, it is up to the individual to decide what is best liked. If you do not enjoy the process,
simply do as others do and view the
film on a black and white television.

T. BOMBADIL'S

<* G*

Tuesday Special
1 Taco & 1 Mug for
$1.00

Two Tacos with
cholca of Mca
or Boans

If you do not know that Donna
Reed was wearing a pink dress to
the school dance in It s a Wonderful Life, then how can the colorizers
justify their decision to give her
that particular color?

Everyday
Low
Prices!

Jumbos are SI.49
All Day

$1.99 tax
with student i.d.

film.

Walmart

Wednesday Special

STUDENT SPECIAL

This is true for many movies
made during the crossover period
when many films were beginning to
be made in color.
Suppose the film was released in
color and over the years part of the
original color footage was
destroyed. This process of colorization could be beneficial in saving the

r» THB COUPON ■ ■■■■■■■■■!

606/624-1193
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Sports
Linemen head class
of 16 Colonel recruits

Cagers
stop
YSU
By Mike Maraer
Sporta editor
Moat of the Ohio Valley Cos
ference basketball teama that visit
northeaatern Ohio each winter
would probably aay the toughent of
the two games is usually the one st
the University of Akron.
But the team that has given the
Colonels the most problems on the
"Ice Valley" trip is Youngstown
State University.
So Saturday's 93-80 win over the
Penguins at Youngstown s Beeghly
Center may have been particularly
pleasing to the Colonels.
Entering this season, the Colonels
had dropped four straight games to
the Penguins. They defeated
Youngstown by three points last
month at Alumni Coliseum two
days after blitzing Akron.
But this time it was different.
At first, it appeared as though the
Penguins would continue their
mastery over the Colonels.
It has been said teams that use
the full-court press have trouble
when it is used against them. On
that advice. Youngstown hit the
Colonels with a zone press early and
often, and it rattled the Colonels for
a time.
"As much as we've pressed
ourselves, we looked very poor
a^ainsl the zone press," said Coach
Max Good.
"The Penguins broke out of the
gate to a 9-0 lead, but the Colonels
regrouped and responded with 11
straight points to take the lead.
Guard Jeff McGill scored 11 of his
team-high 29 points in that run.
The Penguins threatened to break
the game open early in the second
half, when leading 50-46. they hit
the Colonels with a zone press.
It must have looked like the
Berlin Wall, because the Colonels
gave up six straight points when
Youngstown players intercepted the
inbounds pass.
A pair of timeouts later, the Colonels clawed their way back again.
A Lewis Spence stuff gave them n
61-60 lead with 12:26 remaining.
Then it was the Colonels who
turned on the press in an attempt
to exhaust a Youngstown team lacking quality bench players.
"We didn't go to the press until
we thought they were tired." Good

By Mike Marae*

Kidd said.
"We feel we're pretty set for this
coming fall," he added. "We
recruited more for two years."
Kidd enjoyed his usual success in
Florida, "igiwng six players from the
Sunshine State.
"We've been very fortunate,"
Kidd said of his staff's Florida
recruiting effort. "We get a great
response.
"The disappointing thing is that
we didn't get more kids out of Kentucky."
Although the Colonels lost two
quarterbacks at the dose of the
1986 season, Kidd said they weren't
in the market for quarterbacks.
The Colonels recruited and signed five players last year who had
been quarterbacks in high school.
"If anybody came to us with a
quarterback, we told them we
weren't interested," he said.
Kidd also said the Colonels could

Sport, editor
After a long football season in the
fall, it may be hard for some people
to think about the game in the middle of February.
But February may be the moat
crucial month on the calendar for
Coach Roy Kidd and his colleagues
around the nation, for it is the time
of the national signing period for
high school players.
Since Feb. 11. Kidd has gotten 16
names on national letters-of-intent
for the Colonels, eight of which
played on the defensive front in high
school.
Three offensive linemen were also
included in the latest recruiting
clasa.
According to Kidd, the Colonels
will lose several players from the
lines after the coming season.
"We get hit pretty hard next year
in our offensive and defensive line,"

sign one or two more players,
because the Colonels are still looking for receivers, fullbacks and
defensive backs.
"We've still got the door open a
little bit," ha said.
Following is the full list of players
signed to the Colonels last week:
Rick BurkhMd. 6-1. 210, FB. Wiacbartw
IClvk County High School); Calvin Ossst*. 61.
ISO. WR. Paoaania. FT. rWaaHagton); Dwran Haydn. 6-2,228, LB, I niiknawfTaailaki
Jama. Janata. 6-1. 265, DL. Loukrvllk.
(Plmun Ride Park); BO Karckar. 8-8. 226.
OL, Louurvtne (EuUrnl; Tta Lartar. 6-10,
180. TB, Mi.mi (South Ridfft): Oral McKw.
6-2, 2S6. DT. Dayton. Ohio ICotonal WhiU);
Mik. Mukry. 6-0. 190. DB. TaJlahaaaa. FU
lljacoh) and
Mik. Roth. 6-3. 2S6. DT, Samioola. Fla.
ISaminok* Carl SaUarty, 6-2. 260. OL. Win
chartar (Clark County): Burl Swaat. 6-1, 300.
DF.. Richmond (Madiaon): Emat Thompaoa.
6-1, 236. OL-DL, London (Laural County):
R.ndy Wardlow. 6 3, 206. DE. Brook, vlllr.
FU IHernandol; David WUkiiw. 8-2. 220, DE,
Cincinnati IAik.nl; Tim Wimbkry. 8-4. 236.
OL. Ft Laudardate. Fla. IDilUrd) and Mikn
WinUr. 6-2. 140. TE. Maboat Park. ID.
(MoriiM Valby Junior Collar*)

Hurdlers set world record
hurdlers.
Because no other women's teams
entered the event, the women competed against two men's teams.
Humphrey said the men may
have pressed them to the record.
"I knew the guys were going to
push us for a better time," she said.
"I was more excited to run against
the guys."
In addition to the world mark,
Humphrey led a four-woman Colonel sweep of the 56-meter hurdles
with a time of 7.80 seconds. Brown,.
Byer and Robinson followed her.
Humphrey also won the 65- and
20Ometer runs with times of 7.03
and 26.14 seconds, respectively.
Pam Raglin won the 800 in 2:13.6
and the 1.000 in 2:48.8. Marilyn
Johnson took the 500 in 1:16.30 and
Linda Davis won the 1.600 in 4:32.1.

By Mike Mi
Sports editor

Progress photo/Chris Nibtock

Ty Howard missed this dunk, but got 10 Feb. 11.
said.
Youngstown managed to tie the
game twice more, but they fell into
foul trouble that would eventually
cost them four players.
"I think their starting five is as
capable as any ... in the league."
Good said. "But when they have to
go to their bench, tl'ey suffer."
Antonio Parris' three-pointer
gave the Colonels an 8O70 lead at
the 6:22 mark. Then the Colonels hit
11 of their final 14 free throws to
seal their 14th win.
Tilman Bevely, who leads the
OVC in scoring, was conspicuous by
his absence of points in the closing
minutes. He led all scorers with 31
points, but he scored only five in the
final six minutes,
take Bevely out of circulation.

The second half of the road trip
didn't go as usual, either. Akron
built a small but early lead and held
off the Colon»ls throughout the
game to poet a 74-73 win Monday.
The Colonels, now 14-10 overall
and 6-5 in the OVC. were led by Parris, who had 28 points. Marcel
Boyce led the Zips, who won their
23rd straight game at JAR Arena,
with 30 points.
The Colonels broke the school's
single-game scoring record with a
123-71 shellacking of tiny Wilmington College Feb. 11 at Alumni
Coliseum.
Tyrone Howard's dunk just ahead
of the buzzer put his team above the
old scoring mark of 122, set in 1979.
Howard also set a school mark
with his 10 dunks, which helped him
reach a career-high 31 points.

School records may fall routinely,
but four university hurdlers recorded something much bigger Saturday
at Morgantown, W.Va.
Jackie Humphrey, Grade Brown,
Charmaine Byer and Karen Robinson combined to set a world record
in the 220-meter shuttle hurdle relay
at the Hardee's Invitational indoor
track and field meet.
The foursome posted a time of
30.24 seconds, topping a world mark
set Jan. 23 by a team from Louisiana State University.
"It means a lot to be part of a
world record." Humphrey said. "All
the good hurdlers are from East
Germany and Poland and other
foreign countries."
Make that most of the good

The women set six meet records
to hold a total of 12 records out of
16 events at the annual meet. The
women captured 11 events, while
the men took four.
For the men's team. Rick Reasor
won the 800 in 1:66.3, Mike Carter
took the 400 in 49.44 seconds and
Glenn Jackson won the 300 in 34.80.
The 4x400 relay team of Jackson.
Carter, Jeff Goodwin and Junior
Serrano won its event in 3:18.4.
At the Miller Lite Invitational at
Fairfax. Va., the woman's 4x800
relay team set s school record with
its third-place time of 8:69.76. and
Humphrey took second in the 56
hurdles with a time of 7.82 seconds,
one-hundredth of s second better
than Auburn University's Rosiland
Council, last year's NCAA champion in that event.
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' GttkvtEmployment
SPRING BREAK VACATION Daytona
*l Lauderdale or South PaJie TX Star
dnj at $139 00 7 nights ouad occupancy
Transportation packages available. For information cal I-80O-222 4I39 STU
DENT AGENTS WELCOME
BEAUTY CONTESTANTS' WIN CASH
SCHOLARSHIPS' Miss Kentucky Venus
Pieeanr wiH be March 29th in LoursviHe
For information write Anne Lobe or
F'jnces Asher, IBIS Gardiner I i-ir No
52. Louisville. Kentucky 4020S.
502-456-2344 or 502 451-ST I I
GOLDEN IMAGES INC A ma|or fund
raising corporation has ten positions
available in its Fromotion Diitnbutio"
Dept Part-time and full-time applicai.'s
MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING
Dependable transportation, not tfraid of
pubac contact, honesty and neat appearance ExceSent wages Summer position available Career opportunities for
those who qualify Scholarship program
available Represent.!"<e will be on campus March 2 from 10.00 a.m. to 3 00
p m and March 3 from 3:00 to 6 00* m
at Jones 319 CaH Career Development
4 Placement IO set up interview (606)
622-2765

HELP WANTFD KceHe.it income (or
part time home issunHy work, for information call 312-741-8400 Ext 2103.

Personals

PREGNANT? Happy, loving, financially
secure couple eager to adopt infant Confidential, legal Expenses paid Call Meg
collect 513-271-7526.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
$145 00 a month 623-4833

SPRING BREAKERS LOSE 10-29
POUNDS For spring break with the her
cent
Call

Handbags, bookbags. backpacks custom
made Repairs. Sonya 622-2610

Desperately Seeking Susan??
Want to wish your Little Brother
Happy Birthday?
Like to go downtown with
that girl who sits in the back
row. third seal from the left in
your ENG 101 class?
Then why don't you say so in
The Eastern Progress'
classified ads. Only $2 00 for
each ten words'""
Call 622 1872 for more

at group discounted rates and is paid for through a convenient payroll
deduction. The current interest rate being paid is very competitive and
tax deferred. Enrollment is for a limited time only.
You can enroll at Metropolitan Insurance in Big Hill Plaza beginning
January 16, 1987 from 10:00 '.' to 7:30 PM Monday through Friday

LETS GET
PERSONAL !
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Have you heard that Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is enrolling
EKU employees for their Group Universal Life Insurance. Universal Life
combines low cost insurance with a tax sheltered savings which may be
used for emergencies, education or retirement, This product is offered

DIAL A BIBLE MOMENT - Bible
Messages rhange daily Phone 624-2427

bat weight control 100 per
guaranteed
Free delivery.
I 744-0893

Attention All EKU Employees-

and Saturdays from 9 to 1. Metromatic Group Life from Metropolitan
Insurance.

Cull 624-9289 for more information today
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Eels
close
season

Managers give time
to be close to sports

By Mike Mime
Sports editor
The man's swim team closed out
its 1967 home si—on with an easy
win over Vanderbilt University
Saturday, while the woman were
edged by just nine points.
Coach Dan Lichty said he was
looking for a sweep going into the
meet*.
"I thought we could win them
both," he said.
But he was caught in a chess
game in the woman's meet ss he
tried to determine whether Vsndy
would ran oat of swimmers.
Ills Commodores had just enough
to fill a team for the final event, the
400-yard freestyle relay.
That was all they needed. Vandy
picked up the second-place points in
that event and secured the win.
"I knew they had more strength
than we did, but I knew they didn't
have the numbers," Lichty said. "It
was a guessing game.''
There was no need for such gambling in the men's meet, where the
Electrifying Eels took all but two
contested events.
Eel swimmers placed 1-2 in the
200 breast stroke and the 50 and
1,000 freestyle Eels also placed
third in the freestyle events.
The Eels suffered s pair of setbacks the previous day at the
University of Cincinnati, where the
woman fell 127-73 and the man dropped a 126*6 decision.
Lichty said UC has s "powerful"
swimming program. He said the

Student managers arrive early for
practice and stay late. They stay
behind the scenes and receive little
or no recognition. But they have
been called the unsung heroes of
sports' teams.
The university has many student
managers who perform vital duties
to their respective teams, but the
average student probably couldn't
name a single one.
"It is kind of a thankless job,"
said baseball coach Jim Ward.
"They (student managers) probably
aren't told enough how much they
are appreciated."
Matt Lee, Terry Mullins and
Rudy Georgini are the managers for
the baseball Colonels. "I can't ssy
enough about them," Ward said.
"They make s big contribution to
the quality of our program."
"We show up an hour to 30
minutes before practice or a
games," Lee said. "We have to get
the laundry ... and get the equip
ment out to the field.
"Then we pass our laundry and
equipment to the players as they arrive. We also pass out whatever is
needed by the coaches," said Lee,
19, an undeclared sophomore in his
second year as s baseball manager.
"Their job is very time consuming," Ward said "It is also a responsible position and the things they do
for our program are very important."
"The atmosphere with the players
is like a family," Lee said. "We have
our good days and our bad days, but
I think the players do appreciate the

By Steve Florence
Staff writer

Progress photo/Tom Penegor

Darren Ridenour swims against Vanderbilt.
Bearcata broke six school records
and saw two swimmers top NCAA
qualifying standards against the
Eels.
Jill Decker broke her own school
record for the Eels with a time of
10:69.02 as she won the 1,000
freestyle.
The teams will conclude their
seasons with appearances in the
Midwest Independent Championships in the coming weeks.
The women's meet will be held
Feb. 26-28 at South Band. Ind.. and
the men will compete March 5-7 at

Chicago.

• • •
Eels' diver Patty Yannuzzi has
topped the NCAA qualifying marks
in both 1-meter and 3-meter diving
in the team's last four meets,
according to Lichty.
Her latest scores were 247.27
from the 1-meter board and 239.25
from 3 meters against Vsndy.
She will compete in one of the four
NCAA qualifying competitions,
which will be held March 12-14.
Winners in the those meets will go
on to the NCAA championship.

Akron defeats Lady Colonels, 65-62
34 percent for the game, hitting 22
of 64 shots.
Akron broke out to a 13-7 lead at
the beginning of the game, but a
Sondra Miller free throw tied the
game at 13-13 with 10:60 remaining
in the first half.
Trading 24-19, the Lady Colonels
began an 11-point run that ended
with two Tracy Korbutt free
throws, which gave her team a 30-24
lead with 2:42 left in the half. Akron
cut the margin to three at 32-29 by
halftime.
The Lady Colonels maintained a
slight lead throughout most of the
second half. Korbutt's six-footer
with 4:17 to play gave them their
longest lead of the half at 68-62.
But three Lady Colonel fouls and
a pair of Akron layupsput the Lady
Zips right back in it. Carla Huff hit

Parris set to break record
Progress staff report
The quiet countdown continues
(or Antonio Parris, who is expected
to set a new university basketball
standard for career points this
weekend.
Parris, who began the season in
10th place on the all-time hat, scored
21 points at Youngstown State and
28 points at Akron to boost his
career total to 1.684, just three
points behind the second-place mark
of Eddie Bodkin.
Carl Brown, who played for the
Colonels from 1972 through 1976.
holds the school record with 1.692
points. He averaged 16.2 points per

game in four years.
Parris needs just eight points to
tie Brown's mark, and a nine-point
effort would give him the new scoring record.
The record is expected to fall at
Saturday's game with Middle Tennessee, which begins st 7:30 p.m. st
Alumni Coliseum.
At halftime of the MTSU game,
the university will also honor the 70
student-athletes who earned a grade
point average of 3.0 or better in the
1986 fall semester.
The Colonels also host Tennessee
Tech at 7:30 p.m. Monday. The
women will play at 5 p.m. both days.

kinko's

a turn-around jumper with 1:53 remaining gave Akron its first lead of
the second half at 69-68.
The teams then traded baskets for
about s minute. Miller's shot from
the lane gave the Lady Colonels a
62-61 lead with 64 seconds remaining, but the basket would be the last
for the team.
Diane Holliah hit s 14- footer with
20 seconds left to give Akron s onepoint lead. But Hollish then fouled
Miller at :10.
Miller missed her free throw, and
Akron's Psm Arnold sank two
tosses to seal the Lady Zips' win. A
long-range shot st the buzzer by
Karen Carrico did not fall.
Arnold led all scorers in the game
with 19 points, adding a game-high
15 rebounds.
Miller led the Lady Colonels with
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ment with a low score of 830,
followed by Louisiana State
University and the University of
Georgia
Mike Crowe broke out to the
early lead among Colonel players
with a first-round score of 73.
Four other Colonels finished
within one stroke of Crowe after
first-round play.
Steve Smiths's 72 in the second round pushed him a stroke
ahead of Crowe at 147 after two
days' play.
Pat Bennett finished ss the
Colonels' best golfer. His rounds
of 74. 75. totaled 224.

t

RESUME
PACKAGE

S

Progress staff report
The university's golf team
opened its spring season last
weekend with an 18th-place
finish at the Gator Invitational
in Gainesville. Fla.
The tournament, hosted by the
University of Florida, featured
many of the top schools in the
South, including teams from the
Southeastern and Sun Belt
conferences.
The Colonels posted a team
score of 894, finishing ahead of
only Vanderbilt University,
which scored 911.
Host Florida won the tourna-

!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

■ ■■■I

15

18 points. Carla CofJey sdded 16
points and 13 rebounds and Korbutt
had 13 points and 11 boards.
• e e
The Lady Colonels held only two
first-half leada of one point each as
they fell 91-78 at Youngstown.
The Penguins pulled away in the
second hah*, taking their longest
lead at 91-71 with 2:28 remaining.
The Lady Colonels scored the final
seven points of the game to close the
g«PThe Lady Colonels got no closer
in the second half than seven points,
the margin st the 19:14 mark of the
half. They were never closer than 10
points after the 18:46 mark.
Coffey led the Lady Colonels in
scoring
with
21
points.
Youngstown's Dorothy Bowers led
all scorers with 26.

do
"We were informed last week that
we would only be sble to take oa»
manager along for road trips," be
added. "1 think now the players will
really realize the job the man agora
do."
"Managers spend a lot of time
with their duties for the team as well
as having to keep up with their
studies." Coz said.
"The
rewards ..are minimal, but I think
the managers do get a lot out of being part of the team."
Being a manager can also pay off
in other ways. David Hagan, a
manager for the men's basketball
team, now receives a halfscholarship for his efforts.
"I did it in high school and was
looking for a way to get aid in college." said Hagan, 22, a senior
biology major
This is Hagan a fourth year as s
manager and his third as head
manager And he still takes his job
"Actuslly, it is a lot of fun,"
Hagan said. "I have told Coach
Good repeatedly that I really have
enjoyed it'
Hagan and the other basketball
manager. Bill Wilson, do the normal
managerial duties plus "anything
Coach Good wants us to.
' I get along real well with the
players, Hagan said. "And the
coachea seem to like me or put up
with me. one of the two."
"Athletes sometime* take the
managers for granted." Cox said.
"But the players really couldn't ap
predate them unless they were
gone. And I don't know if we could
heve a program without them."

Golfers open season
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Now through March 1. 1987, you
can buy any large 16 inch pizza,
and pay only the price of a
comparable 12 inch pizza.
No coupon necessary.
Just Ask!
623-7724
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Were out to win you over.
Offer applies in store or drive thru only.
No deliveries on the Brown Hag Special.
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By Mike Manse
Sports editor
After all these years, almost still
counts only in horseshoes.
The Lady Colonels almost pulled
out a close win Monday at the
University of Akron, but a sevenpoint run by the Lady Zips in the
closing minutes gave Akron a 66-62
win at JAR Arena.
The Lady Colonels' loss completed a two-game road trip that included a Saturday loss at
Youngstown State University
The Lady Colonels fell to 8-16
overall. Their 34 Ohio Valley Conference mark hinders their chances
of qualifying for next month's OVC
tournament.
Field goal shooting, the team's
usual nemesis, hurt the Lady Colonels once again, as they shot just

job we do.
"When the team wins, the players
get all the glory and we take the
lumps, he added. "But Coach
Ward makes you feel like you're
part of the team and the players try
to make us feel like friends and part
of the team. too.
"In my coaching days in junior
college. I was totally dependent on
my managers," women's basketball
coach George Cox said
"They were almost like assistant
coaches because they Kept me
abreast of what was going on with
the players."
"It is much the same here at the
university,'' Cox added. "The
managers help us establish s relationship with the team. They are a
tremendous asset to me and are real
high-quality people."
"A manager is depended on by
the players and the coaches," said
Michelle Kremblaa. one of the two
Lady Colonels' managers. "We
make sure the players and the
coaches have all the right equip
ment they need for practice and
games.''
Kremblaa. 22, a junior physical
education major, is in her fourth
year as a student manager here at
the university. Her duties here are
a continuation of what she did in
high school.
"I wss a manager in high school
and thought it would be fun to be
one in college," Kremblaa said.
"Coaches are mindful that
managers never get any publicity or
recognition like the team receives."
Cox said. "But I know coaches and
players alike appreciate the job they

oil
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Sisters swim
for university
By Greg Carman
Staff writer
The odds are stacked high enough
against the athlete who hopes to
make it bis; on a college team.
As people grow older, they begin
to realise only a small percentage of
all those dreaming athletes ever
make it to the collegiate level.
But as rare as it is, it is even more
unlikely that two members of the
same family would reach this peak.
Sisters Linda and Janice Dagen,
members of the women's swim
team, are the only siblings currently competing together at the
university.
Linda, j junior marketing major
and Janice, a sophomore occupational therapy major came to the
university via Vero Beach, Fla.
Linda, the oldest of the pair, came
to the university in 1984 when the
women's team was formed. And
Janice decided a year later to swim
for the Electrifying Eels.
Ironically though, neither sister
felt as though they would ever swim
on the collegiate level.
Linda said. "I was burned out on
swimming until Coach (Dan) Lichty
calling about swimming for
Raatern, and then I got really excited again."
Both girls began swimming at age
6, which helped pave the way for
successful careers at Vero Beach
High School.

Linda was named as her team's
most valuable swimmer two consecutive years, qualified for the
state meet three straight years and
was captain of both her swimming
and softball teams.
Janice, on the other hand, was
also s swim team captain and a
three-time state qualifier, as well as
a starter on her basketball 'earn, a
state finalist.
In addition to their athletic
achievements, both girls carried
over a 3.0 GPA.
But both sisters gave up tbeir
other sporting interests in college to
devote their attention to swimming.
For all their similarities. Linda
and Janice compete in different
events for the Eels.
Linda's specialty is the 100-yard
backstroke, where her best time was
1 minute. 5.0 seconds. Janice has excelled in the 100 breaststroke with
a personal best of 1:13.0.
But just how good is this pair?
"She's one of our most consist«nt
performers and a real good leader.'1
Ijchty said of Linda. "And Janice
is just an all-around outstanding
athlete."
With all their success, is there any
jealousy or sibling rivalry?
"No, we push each other to do our
best and we just give each other
that extra push and motivation."
I .inda said
Janice said the fact they compete

Sports guru
offers views

Progress photo/Tom Penegor

Linda, left, and Janice Dagen swim with the Eels.
in different events eliminates the
chance of any jealousy.
"There isn't any competition at all
because we swim completely different strokes, and we just push

each other to do our best." she said.
Lichty agreed. "They don't compete against each other and there
has never been any rivalry shown so
far," he said

Laitta becomes Colonels' top seed
By Greg Carman
Staff writer
Could the Bad News Bears be
making a return?
According to university tennis
player Jim Laitta, with all the crazy
things that happen on road trips
'hey just may the most atypical tennis team around.
But don't be misled, because the
Colonels intend to be bad news for
only their opponents this season as
they challenge for the Ohio Valley
Conference title, lad by Laitta, who
ia the No. 1-seeded singles player
and part of the No. 2 doubles team.
Laitta, a 21-year-old junior
psychology
major
from
Reisterstown. Md., joined the Col-

Jjrrj Laitta

Tennis team hosts tourney
By Mike Mi
Sports editor
Three singlee players and two
doubles teams picked up two wins
each last weekend at the university's Greg Adams Invitational tennis tournament.
Murray State University was the
big winner at the tennis team' s annual indoor classic, as the Racers
left town with four singles wins and
a doubles win in the tournamentstyle event.
For the Colonels, No. 1 singles
seed Jim Laitta advanced to the
finals of his bracket with straightset wins over Claude Servant of Indiana State University and the
University of Louisville's Brendsn
Burke.
Laitta lost in the final match to
Murray's Tony Wretlund.
Todd Hammonds, the Colonels'
No. 3 player, posted wins over Dean
Dancer of Eastern Michigan University and U of L's Scott Hill before

falling to Greg Stickle of Ferris
State University in the final.
And the No. 3 doubles team of
Brian Marcum and Kevin Lindley
advanced to its final with wins over
teams from Ferris State snd
Western Kentucky University.
After losing his opening match to
Bord Gundersson of Murray, No. 6
seed Chuck Jody defeated Eastern
Michigan's Jim Avidson and Ferris
State's Csmillo Gonzales to win the
consolation round in his bracket.
Hammonds and Scott Patrick, the
No. 1 doubles team, followed the
same path, losing to a Western team
before defeating teams from
Eastern Michigan and CarsonNewman College.
The women's team will host its
annual indoor classic this weekend
when five schools visit for the EKU
Invitational at the Greg Adams
Ruilding.
Play begins at 8 s.m. Friday and
continues through Saturday.

onels in 1986 after a successful
career at Franklin High School.
During his three years of high
school tennis, Laitta was rated as
one of the top 10 players in
Maryland, usually ranked between
fifth and eighth.
In addition, he was ranked among
the 20 best players in a mid-Atlantic
region which included Maryland,
Virginia, and West Virginia.
I.aitta went to the state tournament three years, advancing to the
finals in his last two years.
As a result of his success, many
schools sought Laitta's services
after his 1983 graduation. In addition to the university, he was
recruited by James Msdison
University, North Carolina State
University and the University of
Pittsburgh.
But 1 .aitta chose to play his first
year of tennis at Cstonsville (Md.)
Junior College so he could hone his
skills and get a feel for the game at
the collegiate level.
"I won my region and qualified
for the nationals in Florida," he
said. Laitta advanced to the second
round of the national junior college
championships.
After s year at Catonsville. Laitta said he felt he was ready to move
on. so he decided to use his three remaining years of eligibility with the
Colonels.
"I liked the team atmosphere
here, and I really liked the coach,"

Laitta said "It was easy because
when I came and visited I really liked all the guys on the team."
Laitta has been promoted to the
No. 1 slot this season after the preseason challenge matches, which
determine the seeding* for the
season.
"I doubt my record will be as
good as it was last year because I'm
playing at a higher position," he
said. "But I look forward to the
tougher competition."
Coach Tom Higgins said Laitta
will meet the bast the opponents
have to offer this year.
"This year it will be tough
because no matter how small the
team is. there is always one good
player, and that will be the player
Jim will face," Higgins said.
Laitta turned some heads last
weekend at the Greg Adams Invitational when he defeated Brendan
Burke of the University of
Louisville, ranked as one of the top
50 collegiate players in the nation.
"I think I've improved a lot over
last year." he said. "Thst's my best
collegiate win."
"It was a dose match," he said of
the 6-3, 6-4 win. "I just lucked out
on a few key points."
Laitta won two of his three
matches during the weekend.
"He is a real hard worker and
hasn't missed a practice yet," Higgins said. "That in itself is a great
contribution to the team."

"COME TO A CLEAN LAUNDRY"
Tenants on duty to WASH, DRY & FOLD

HAROLD'S LAUNDRY CENTER
SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA
OPEN 7 30am-8:30pm
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Mike Marsee
And it's about time a Kentucky
team made an appearance from the
Ohio Valley Conference again.
Moreheed State and the Colonels
are good bets this year, but it
doesn't look like either of them will
catch Middle Tennessee in the
league race.
MM: But league races are meaningless these days.
King: That's right. The automatic
bid goes to the tournament champion, and both the Eagles and Colonels should host first-round games
in the league tourney March 2.
MM: Speaking of the Colonels,
does anyone else know that Antonio
Parris is on the verge of breaking
the school's career scoring record?
King: I think someone told bis
mother, but that's about it.
Granted, a lot more people have a
lot more points, but it'a still an important record, and it warrants a little attention.
MM: That's what I'm here for.
But I'm terribly underpaid. Maybe
sportswriters should make as much
money as professional athletes
After all, the world wouldn't know
what they do unless we told them.
King: Are you kidding? Some
pros are so egotistical they'd print
their own newspapers if they had to.
Besides, with all the talk of collusion among baseball owners, you
might make more than they do in
five years. But don't hold your
breath.
MM: You know your stuff, don't
you? Now if you could just help me
with this problem of being
overworked...
King: Sorry, but if you had a body
like Phyllis George, I'd put you on
my show this fall. But you look
more like Paul Maguire. Check with
that other network ...
Narrator. As we go, we leave our
listless writer babbling in bis sleep
with the imaginary King of Sports.
As we close the door, we hear him
ask if the Atlanta Braves will win
the pennant. He's losing control.

With student I.D.
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Narrator: Our venerable columnist, on the verge of exhaustion
after too many road tripe and not
enough sleep, was unable to produce
this week's column.
As an alternative, we are visiting
his padded cell (a converted room
high in Todd Hell) for a casual chat.
But Mareee is hallucinating. He
imagines he ia having a serious
discussion with the King of Sports,
a spooky fellow who bears a striking resemblance
to
Brent
Musburger. Our story begins:
MM: Tell me, oh great one, what
ia the moaning of life?
The King: Sorry, that's out of my
job description. I don't discuss the
meaning of life and I don't give
point spreads. Try Dan Rather.
MM: Right. So why did a boat
race in Australia stand the country
on its ear?
King: Glad you asked. The truth
is that moat Americans weren't interested in the yachts at all. They
were merely concerned with
patriotism.
The scenario was much the same
ss when our hocky team beat the
Russians in the 1980 Olympics. In
the case of the America's Cup,
someone else had something we
wanted, and the nation wanted to
see Dennis Conner get it back.
It wouldn't have mattered if they
had been racing yachts or cats. •
MM: Good answer. Speaking of
'Cats, does the Kentucky basketball
team have nine lives or what? That
team has had more comebacks of
Iste than '60s music.
King: That's true, but they don't
sound nearly as good on the radio.
My guess is that the Wildcats' hick
will run out when they visit Louiaisna State and Georgia.
But a fourth-place finish isn't bad
for a team that most people abandoned when Winston Bennett went
down. Look for one or two wins in
the NCAA tournament.
MM: What about other state
teams' chances of joining the NCAA
party.
King: The Commonwealth should
be represented well among the
Super 64.
Louisville will sneak in at the last
minute, probably because the Cardinals will win the Metro Conference
tourney on their bomecourt. And if
the Hilltoppers don't win the Sun
Belt Conference, it will be nobody's
fault but their own.
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After weeks of prolonged
stress, I am glad to see this section finally printed.
Procrastination and plain old
involvement in other commitments made this a busy and
hectic month for me.
Interviews were hard to arrange; the decision for the design
of the cover was prolonged.
Last, but not least, the name
Insight was picked last
week with the help of a contest
between the staff. (Ten dollars is
a nice incentive to scan the dictionary and thesaurus at the last
minute, right guys?)
The idea behind the special
section, which the staff will try
to publish each month, was to
provide the student body with a
pull-out tabloid which contains
features of interest in a general
or particular event.
This issue deals with Spring
Break and offers advice to the
traveling student.
There are other topics I would
have liked to include, but they
were not broad enough to fill a
several-inch
story
by
themselves.
If you have not already sneaked a peek past this column, you
will find I have a story on travel
packages available to the
students.
Some of the prices sound fairly steep for the college student's
budget, but one must consider
the different shortcuts every
student takes during Spring
Break.
For instance, students just
don't adhere to hotel rules of only four people per room. Some

By the way

Delinda
Douglas
parties sneak up to four or more
additional people per room. The
more people per room, the less
money one has to spend.
Another rule of thumb is to
take advantage of that highly
technological piece of nauseating
machinery we call the
automobile. In a family-size car,
up to seven people can fit uncomfortably for nearly 14 hours.
It's been done before. Ask
around. Again, the more people,
the leas money one has to
allocate for his Spring Break
excursion.
If you happen to glance at the
story on tanning bed precautions, please heed its warning.
Don't leave Kentucky with
your Florida tan. Why would
you want to spend your money
on accommodations in the South
when you already accommodated yourself in the cancer
coffin for months?
I know some students say
they go to Florida just for the
parties, but I would like to ask
them how much money they end
up spending on tunning supplies
and sunburn soothers.
Finally. I wrote a story on car
and travel tips. I didn't want a
student to leave here driving a

'67 Chevy, which has not been
worked on in years, only to ruin
their vacation.
Each student should have his
course outlined on a map so he
will not have to make unnecessary stops along the way to
find directions.
Unnecessary stops mean lost
time and possible danger,
especially along deserted
highways and major downtown
cities.
If you get lost in a major city,
don't panic I know of one
Spring Break party who got lost
in Houston last year. When they
got to the exit signs, they were
clueless as to which to take; the
driver took the Dallas exit only
because "it sounded familiar."
Another important tip is to
study your map and envision
your road trip carefully the day
before you load the car.
When a car full of students
knows the route by memory,
passers-by and people in the
welcome centers sense the
sophistication and expertise.
All in all, I hope every student
enjoys his vacation. Get some
rest and prepare yourself for the
remaining half semester.
In all seriousness, please be
careful.
• • •
The next issue of Insight will
be coming out in March and will
feature the latest in spring
fashions.
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Students plan
cheap meals
By Delinda Douglas
Special sections editor
Although nutrition is not the
most important thing on a student 's mind during Spring
Break, several veteran vacationers have planned their diets
as well as their travel plans.
Cathy Reardon, a senior environmental health science major from Radcliffe, said her diet
on Spring Break is usually strictly liquid.
"When it's real hot, you don't
like to eat so much," said Reardon. "Besides, if you do eat, you
want to eat cold cuts."
Reardon said she usually eats
bol ogna or ham and bread.
"If you've got a refrigerator
(in the hotel room), you can eat
cheaper." she said.
Jeff Johnson, a junior
psychology
major
from
Louisville, said he usually does
not eat much during Spring
Break week. He said he does not
eat during the day, only at night.
"Being out in the sun all day
kind of takes away my appetite." said Johnson. He said he
goes out and eats in the
evenings.
Barbara Botkin, a sophomore
accounting major from Versailles, said she enjoys going to
Florida for Spring Break
because of the fresh fruit she can
eat.
"Food is so good down in
Florida," said Botkin. "One day
we got a whole bunch of fruit
and made a fruit salad."
Botkin said her daily diet during Spring Break consists of
fresh fruit for breakfast, turkey
and ham sandwiches for lunch,
and shrimp and other seafood for
dinner.
Sara Sutton, assistant professor in the nutrition department, suggested ways that the
vacationing student can eat
nutritiously while at the same
time cheaply.

"The first thing you do is you
get a cooler," said Sutton. Sutton suggested filling the cooler
with fresh fruits, carrot sticks,
celery sticks, crackers and
peanut butter.
"Instead of eating out all the
time, you stop and buy some
things and have a picnic along
the road," Sutton said.
She suggested buying a head
of lettuce, tomatoes, a loaf of
bread and ham or some other
meat to make sandwiches.
Sutton added students could
fix hard-boiled eggs in advance,
as they keep for several days in
plastic bags in a cool place.
Sutton said it is a good idea to
keep lots of raw fruits and
vegetables around, because
"when you're eating nothing but
junk food," a student will run into such complications as
constipation.
"Raisins are good to have to
snack on," said Sutton. "It's
also good to have cans of juice
as opposed to drinking nothing
but Cokes along the way."
Oreg Simpson, a senior
general business and marketing
major from Frankfort, said he
usually eats fast food during
Spring Break.
"Well go out and eat one really big meal the first night, usually seafood at a really nice
restaurant," said Simpson. He
said he likes to go to a
restaurant where he can drees up
and sit down and relax after the
long trip to Florida.
Tom Bauer, a junior business
management and marketing major from Ghent, aaid he ate a lot
of seafood when he went to
Florida
"I love seafood," said Bauer.
"Fish, shrimp, oysters."
Bauer said he only ate two or
three meals while in Florida his
freshman year and lost 10
pounds.
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Fruits, juices and peanut butter make good vacation snacks.
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Tanning tips given
By I Mind* Douglas
Special sections editor
If a student is traveling south
during Spring Break, he or she
risks sunburn unless preventive
measures are taken.
Dr. Judith Hood, staff physician at Student Health Services,
said the best treatment for sunburn is prevention.
She said the best tan is a
gradual tan. instead of a one-day
attempt which usually results in
severe sunburn.
"You have to realize that far
south the sun is much higher
and you don't have to stay out
as long as you would in Kentucky." said Hood. "It's an accumulated thing."
She said also that a slower tan
will remain longer than one
resulting from a severe burn.
Hood suggests that the avid
sunbather wait until 3 p.m. to
work on the suntan.
"So eat lunch, take a nap, and
go after three." said Hood. "You
can still get rays."
Hood said if the tanning bed
is safe, one can get a slight tan
before leaving to prevent
sunburn
However, she recommended
that the sunbather not overdo
the tanning bed, but go just
enough times to "get rid of your
winter white," she said.
"If you do go (to • tanning
bed), go minimum," said Hood.
"Use the goggles and be careful
about the medication."
Hood added medication such
as tetracydene would cause
photosensitivity and increase
sunburn risk.
Once a student reaches his
designated Spring Break location, there are several preventive
measures to take in order to
reduce sunburn risk.
Hood said sunscreen should be
used at all times.
She said it should be applied
one to two hours before getting
in the sun and should be reapplied after sweating or getting
out of water.
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Creams bring relief from sunburn pain.
Hood said a sunscreen with
the PABA factor of 15 or more
will block out the sun totally
from the skin: the factor of eight
to 14 should be used for a slow
tan; and factors four to seven
should be used only if the person
already has a base tan.
If the student takes all of
these precautions and still sunburns, Hood suggests some
soothing remedies.
"If skin is damaged, you can't
replace it," she said "Cool baths
for 30 minutes three times a day
will take the redness away."
She also suggests taking an
anti-inflammatory aspirin, such
as Advil or Nuprin, every four
hours.
Hood said oils and creams can
be used on the sunburn as they
give a "smooth look and holds
dry tissues together, but doesn't
keep damage from occurring if

it's burned."
Hood said no matter how
many things a student does to
keep the tan, it will not stay.
"Even a tan will eventually
flake off," she said.
The sunbathing student has to
also be aware of the risk of sun
poisoning, a type of sun allergy
which results from overexposure
of sensitive skin.
Hood said sun poisoning
symptoms include fever, chill
and "a lot of swelling."
Hood said treatment for sun
poisoning is the same for severe
sunburn.
She said students should take
lukewarm to cool showers and
take an anti-inflammatory
aspirin.
Hood said sun poisoning victims will also experience redness
and swelling.

Winter Specials!

Break boosts
local economy
By Delinda Douglas
Special sections editor
Although Spring Break is a
month
away,
Richmond
businesses are all ready feeling
its effects
Tunning business operators
know it is almost Spring Break
when they have to keep their
doors open until the wee hours
of the morning just to accommodate the tanning bed appointments students set.
Betty Webb, owner of a local
tanning business, said business
has increased in the last two
weeks.
"Right now, we're just about
booked solid at least 10 hours a
day," said Webb. She said her
business opens at 10 a.m. and
usually does not close until 10
p.m.
Terry Walters, who works at
Webb's business, said college
students were booking appointments as early as the first week
they came back from Christmas
vacation.
Taylor Carter, owner of
another local tanning business,
said he only keeps his doors open
until 8 p.m., but business "so far
has been great."
Clothing businesses have also
seen the effects of Spring Break
planning as sales of spring
clothing and swimsuits have
increased
Trisha Jackson, salesclerk at
a local clothing business, said
she has seen a few sales in

bathing suits, but it "doesn't
seem as much."
Diana Haggard, manager of a
local clothing business, said the
one-piece bathing suits seem to
be more popular this year.
She said in the last two weeks
rompers and shorts have sold
really well.
Haggard said bright colors
and bold prints are in style for
the shorts again this year.
Angie McKenkie, manager of
another local clothing store, said
her business is beginning to pick
up.
She said the sleeveless
sweaters are the most popular
spring items this year.
Spring shoe sales is another
thing local merchants look forward to with the onset of Spring
Break.
Ben Battaile. salesclerk of a
local shoe store, said sales have
just begun in the spring shoe
line.
"Spring shoes have picked up
some, but not in full stride yet,"
he said. "I definitely say it will
pick up right before Spring
Break."
Paula Jett, wife of the owner
of another local shoe store, said
she expects a "mad rush about
a week before Spring Break."
Tim Griffin, manager of a local
discount shoe store, said his
business "has done really well in
spring sales" and in shoes of
spring colors.
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Tanning beds
demand care
By Delinda Douglas
Special scctiona editor

Students are currently
rushing to tanning salons
despite
warnings
from
specialists. According to local
dermatologist Stuart Tobin,
however, the students should
start heeding those warnings.
"Whether you're under artificial or natural sunlight,
you're still going to risk damage
to the skin," said Tobin. He said
the tanning fad used to be
something that occurred only in
the summertime and now is happening year round.
Tobin said it is unsure how
much dosage the individual patient gets iinHar the I finning
bulbs, adding the output of rays
is not well regulated.
Tobin said the risks of skin
damage is determined by the
skin type of the person, whether
he or ana has fair or dark skin,
and the medication he or she is
currently using. He said antibiotics such as tetracyclene

will cause the sunbather to burn
more easily.
Tobin also said the eyes are at
risk "if not properly protected"
Tobin said asking if the tanning bed is safe to a certain extent is like asking "Is it safe to
smoke half a cigarette instead of
a whole?"
"I spend my entire Fridays
operating on skin cancers," said
Tobin. "I'vehad patients in their
20s who have had skin cancer."
Tobin said skin cancer is not
something that is happening in
another state or another city. It
is happening here in Madison
County, he said.
He said he hoped people would
decide to tan carefully. He suggested they use a water-resistant
sunscreen lotion with a PAR A
number of 15.
Tobin said students should
not be afraid to use the
sunscreen, as it will not totally
block the ultraviolet rays as
myths indicate.
Lisa Jerome, a otBJOr' business

Progress fHe photo

Although popular among students, tanning beds demand caution
management major from
Marion, Ohio, said she has been
going to a tanning bed for
almost two years.
"They don't have anything

proven anyway that it causes
anything," aha said. "They said
it causes aging, but I'd rather be
brown now."
Becky Pulliam, a junior

business management and
marketing major from Frankfort
who works at a tanning salon,
said she has not seen any problems in using the '""»■"; bad.

Beach rules affect student conduct
By DeUada Douglas
Special sections editor
If a student thinks that traveling to Florida for Spring Break
is all fun and games, he should
think twice and consider conduct
rules which he must observe
while there.
Ott Cefkin, media relations

representative of the Fort
Lauderdale Police Department,
said students should be reminded that the drinking age in
Florida is 21.
"Spring Break in 1986 was
horrendous," he said. "We had
record numbers of people and
not enougn sanitary facilities for

the people."
Cefkin said bar owners last
year enforced the maximum
capacity rule, which outlines
maximum numbers of people
allowed in Fort Lauderdale bars.
City officials also altered traffic rules "to eliminate cruising
and parking on the beach."
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automobiles on the beach."
"People who come down here
who think they're gonna have
wild, drunken orgies, better
prepare themselves to spend the
most of their time as our (police
department) visitors.'' said
Cefkin.

According to Cefkin, the city's
open-container ordinance "prohibits the possession of open
alcoholic
beverages
in
automobiles or in public."
Other laws address sleeping
on the beach. "There is no sleeping allowed on the beach." said
Cefkin.
"No living
in
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Travel agents outline
discount packages
By Delinda Douglas
Special sections editor
If students have not yet made
reservations for a Spring Break
., getaway, several special travel
packages are still available.
Whether students plan to
bathe in the sun or ski the
slopes, they might do well to
check out the special package
deals available through local
travel agencies.
According to Jan Bryant,
worker at a local travel agency,
several package deals are
available to students.
Each package includes seven
days of vacationing.
For example. Piedmont
Airlines offers a special rate of
$158 round trip from Louisville
to Daytona Beach, Fla., on all
days except Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.
Eastern Airlines offers a
roundtrip flight from Louisville
to Orlando, Fla., for only $99.
From Orlando, a student can
rent a car and drive to his
designated beach spot, said
Bryant.
She said both Eastern and
Piedmont airlines offer a $179
special roundtrip flight from
Louisville to Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
Bryant said most of the
students who have gone through
her travel agency have booked
reservations in Fort Lauderdale.
"We've had a lot more hotel

reservations than air travel
reservations," said Bryant.
"Those who fly either depart
from Louisville or Cincinnati
because it is cheaper than flying
out of Lexington."
Polly Mieres, who works at
another local travel agency, said
a student can take advantage of
a special package cruise to the
Bahama Islands via Bahamas
Princess Resort and Casino.
Two people can fly out of Cincinnati and stay seven nights on
the island for $469, which includes airfare and hotel fees.
According
to
Mieres,
Aeromexico is offering a special
rate of $199 roundtrip from
Atlanta to Cancun, Mexico. This
only takes care of the airfare,
and she said a hotel costs in Cancun average about $145 for four
nights for two people.
Mieres said her agency is "doing a lot of hotel rooms in
Daytona Beach and Fort
Lauderdale, and they average
around $100 a night with four
people in a room."
Mieres said hotels in Florida
are "really booking up."
She added students should
take care of their reservations as
soon as possible.
Mieres said the college student
budget for southbound trips is
not very much during Spring
Break with the special packages
available to the students.
For those students and facul-

ty members who are willing to
invest a little money in snow skiing adventure, Mieres said travel
agencies can help.
According to Mieres. a student can take advantage of Colorado ski resorts at Aspen for up
to $840 a week in a superior condominium that fits a party of
four.
The roundtrip airfare from
Louisville for such a trip would
be $218 per person, and lift
tickets would be $162 per person
for six days.
For a less expensive ski adventure, students can drive for
about six hours to Snowshoe in
West Virginia, where four people
can stay in a condominium for
$33 per person per night, said
Mieres.
She added lift tickets cost $85
per person for five days, and ski
equipment rental is $40 per
person.
Mieres said Snowshoe offers
slopes for novice, intermediate,
advanced and expert skiers.
Bryant said most of the services her travel agency handles
are "coming close to being sold
out."
She said anyone who is serious
about Spring Break plans should
have made reservations in
December to ensure getting exactly the accommodations they
wanted.
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Workers offer
auto care tips
By Delinda Douglas
Special sectiona editor
A flat tire or other types of car
trouble can limit a student's fun
while at the same time deplete
his budget during Spring Break.
With the proper precautions,
however, the student's vacation
could become a memorable event
with no interruptions.
Local mechanics said students
should check oil, power steering
fluid and coolant levels as well as
tire pressure before leaving the
university.
Dale Green, a mechanic at a
local service station, said it is important to make sure the car is
"running safe and not
overheating or doing anything
that would cause you to have a
breakdown on the road."
Green said there are several
disadvantages in running a car
that has not been checked over.
"If the car overheats, it will

quit on you. If you have a blowout, it will cause a wreck. If you
get stranded, you'll have to be
towed in," he said.
Green said all fluid levels, including windshield solvent,
should be checked.
"You never know when your
windshield is going to get dirty
and you can't see," said Green.
"It's good to have your whole
car checked over completely."
George Barger, owner of a
local service station, said a car's
safety depends on its type and
He said the car's belts, hoses
and tires, including spares,
should be checked.
"The best thing to do is take
it to a place that (the student)
trusts and tell the mechanic
they're getting ready to go on a
trip," said Barger. He added the

Proor—a WuatratkxvThomaa Marsh

student should get an estimate
before any work is done on the
car.
Barger also said the cooling
system and radiator should be

checked He said an oil change is
important, but not essential.
"Replace your gasoline filter,"
said Barger. "If it gets stopped
up, it (the car) will quit. They on-

ly cost about five dollars."
Greg Humbree, mechanic of
another local station, said the
tire pressure should be checked
as well.
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Vacation plans vary among students
By DeUnda Doaglas
Special •ectloaa editor
When moat students think of
Spring Break, the first place
that comes to their minds is probably Florida.
This year, there are some
students who are getting out of
the routine by planning to spend

their Spring Break vacations
elsewhere in the United States.
Sharon Johnson, a senior
public relations major from Lexington, is steering her vacation
clear away from the Atlantic
Ocean and is plfnniyg her trip to
the Pacific.
Johnson said she plans to go

the television game show "The
Price is Right."

to Mafibu, Calif., to visit her best
friend who attends Pepperdine
College in Los Angeles.
"I want to be s tourist," said
Johnson. "I want to see
everything I can while I'm out
there."
She said her friend is trying to
get tickets so they can appear on

Johnson said she will also be
looking for a job while she is in
California.
Perry Cooper, a senior environmental health science major from Elizabethtown, said he

is going to Baltimore to visit his
former roommate. He said he
will also be interviewing for s job
while there.
He said he will be going to the
Inner Harbor in Baltimore,
which has s lot of shops in it, snd
he wants to see the national
aquarium there.
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University groups sponsor trips
By Delinda Douglas
Special sections editor
Spring Break plans can be
even more special when groups
with like interests go together.
Several organizations and
classes are planning adventurous vacations and most of
them are inviting nonmembers.
Guenter Schuster, assistant
professor of biological science,
who teaches Marine Biology
340, is taking his class to the
Florida Everglades.
Schuster said six students
from his class are going, but
they have looked for other interested stuients to accompany
them on the 10-day vacation.
Schuster said the group will
leave March 11, before Spring
Break, and will drive straight
through to the Everglades,
where they will camp and take
advantage of hiking trails and
canoeing.
Saturday they will leave
Miami by sailboat and arrive at
the Bahama Islands.
"The people we charter from
provide the sailboat, captain and
food." said Schuster. "The class
makes up the crew. We're
responsible for sailing, preparing
food and cleaning up."
Schuster said the 67-foot
vessel holds 22 people.
He said the trip costs each student $450 for the 10 days. The
class will be on the cruise for
seven days.
Schuster said the students will
learn to snorkel, sail, and dive
among coral reefs.
Schuster said he wants the
people going "to get a basic appreciation of marine biology, life
on a coral reef, and to get an idea
of basic plants and animals that
we run across."
Schuster said the students will
have "a lot of free time available
to do what they want to do."
' 0A class from the geography
department is planning a Spring
Break trip.
This group is going to the
Dominican Republic in the
Caribbean.
Timothy Kubiak. professor in

the department and instructor of
the field studies in the
geography course, said a total of
25 people are going on the
excursion.
Kubiak said the total coat for
each student is S639.
He said he got the 25 people
to sign up for the trip through
word of mouth and posters
which were displayed in the
department.
Kubiak said the trip will require a "certain amount of class
time."
"The students will pretty
much be on their own," he said.
lie added the students will all
ready know a lot about the territory before they get there, as
they will have all ready studied
it in class.
Each student is required to
submit a research project based
on some of their observations
there, said Kubiak.
The students will be visiting
the main attractions of Santa
Domingo, which was founded by
Christopher Columbus and is the
oldest city in the New World.
Two Christian groups on campus are taking advantage of
their annual Spring Break
vacations.
Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fellowship is going to Fort
! .auderdale to take advantage of
the national Fort I.auderdale
Evangelism Project, said
Stephanie Beck, president of the
organization.
The cost for each student is
S230, which covers housing, food
and project fees. These fees will
help pay expenses of materials

and speakers, said Beck.
Beck said the main purpose of
trie project is "to be reaching out
to the students on the beaches
and present to them Jesus
Christ if they're interested."
Beck said the group will set
out in pairs on the beach during
the day and in the evening. They
will have singing, prayer and
speakers.
Beck said only three people
from the university have shown

[stop by and take
[a look around.
Shoppers Village
623-4257

said the cost for each student is
$160, which will pay for
everything but meals.
"Anyone is welcome," said
Meeker. "It is basically a conference for students that are
Christians, who desire to grow in
their relationship with God."
Meeker said the conference
sponsors guest speakors who are
both
motivational
and
inspirational.
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Tanning is a popular event on most Spring Break excursions.
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an interest in the project
"We do not really advertise
this with other groups," said
Beck. However, she said that
anyone who is interested in
evangelizing is welcome to go
with them.
Campus Crusade for Christ is
planning a trip to Daytona
Beach to attend an annual
conference.
Andy Meeker, field staff person for the campus organization.
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